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SOUTH
AMONG THE FARMERS.

lbkrt d. PARK.

"Pat it in the waihtub," the man told
hi· wife. She compromised by wiping
it on her apron, behind the door.
"
MAIS*.
8PKKI) TBS PLOW."
"There are flies in the milk," the inSOUTH PARIS,
ModerateTerm»
spector continued. "But that's not so
Correepondence on practical agricultural topic- bad as dead mice, which are occasionally
la solicite» 1. AJdreas all communications In
vKI KS P· BARNES,
found in it. I heard of one inspector
tended for this department to Hxnbt D
who found a dead baby in the milk.
Kdltor Oxford Dem
Hammond,
Agricultural
Live babies are frequently kept in the
Attorney at Law,
ocrât, Parla. Me.
ice tubs. It makes a beautiful place to
Norway, Me.
Ryerson Block.
keep a baby oat of misohief. MeanWith a Milk Inspector.
Telephone Connections.
time, the milk cau reposes on the floor.
"Queer things are found in milk.
BUSY DAY IS THE HKON'X THROWING The other
L. BUCK,
day a delicatessen woman
ρ
said to me: Ί am so glad dot inspector
▲ WAY BAD MILK.
Surgeon Dentist,
comes.
Just now I And in ray milk a
MAIM.
little fish. Dot comes not from the
SOUTH PARIS,
"I
can't
show
wont
conthe
very
you
cow.'
work warranted.
a;: :■'·· 'Jtst
ditions," said the woman milk inspector
"Tain't always the grocer's fault,"
to the reporter, as
she
her
packed
put in the storekeeper, who was standΗ P. JONES,
lactometer and the rest of her paraphering by.
nalia in her bag, preparatory to starting
Dentist,
"No," the inspector agreed. "The
out on her rounds. "My district. The farmer waters the milk and the train
MA1NK.
Bronx, is called the gilt edged district. bands help themselves, and the driver
VIKVVAY,
If you want to see real tilth you must go
Hours—y to 13—1 to 4.
monkeys with it, and the inspector
jj
to tbe lower east side.
But Γ11 take you messes it and the
grocer gets fined.
along Morris Avenue, where there are
"I sometimes have country inspecΓ» f. SMITH,
some little Italian shops that are pretty
tions of the dairies," the inspector obbad."
Attorney at Law,
served, as she led the way out on the
the
Of
sixteen
milk
in
GreatMAINS.
inspectors
street. "I like those best. I must tell
NORWAY,
Collections a Specialty. er New York three are women. One is you of a woman I found in Delaware
Home Β Λ.
in The Bronx, one bas a Brooklyn disCounty. The law requires that the
trict and one is detailed to inspect the hairs on the cow's udder be
kept clipfïkXRIt'K A PARK.
shops of men who have asked for per- ped. 'Do you clip the hairs on the
mits.
at
Law.
cows' uddeis 3-8' I asked this woman.
Attorneys
A milk inspector's day begins while Ί don't
MAIN*.
clip them,' she said. 'God be
BKTHKL,
The
most people are eating breakfast.
Park.
I have some blessed candles
Il)«r.y C.
praised!
A M'.iori K. Herrlck.
inspector must bo out in time to catch from the praist, and I singe off the
tbe big wagons that deliver milk to the hairs.' I'd like to have seen her at it.
i. HARLOW,
retailers, and then, too, tbe shops in the Can't you imagine the feelings of those
tenement streets sell their milk out very
Tribune
York
cows?"—New
poor
at
Law.
Attorney
earlr.
Parmer.
"MAINS.
DIVHKI.l),
"Some of them have no ice tub, the
dealers relying on disposing of their
Be Kind to the Animals.
11 'til*»HT X WHEELSR,
stock before ice is needed," the inspector remarked, as she led the reportAND SEI.F-RKDECENCY
IF
COMMON
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, er into a delicatessen shop on Morri»
Avenue. The smell of the strong Italian
SPECT DO NOT INFLUENCE YOU, ΤΠΕΝ
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
cheese pervaded everything, and babies
RKMEMDEK THAT GENTLENESS PAYS
Alton C. Wheeler.
>
Jr.
Wright.
and cats were mixed indiscriminately on
IN TUE CAKE OK ALL FARM STOCK.
the door. A frowsy woman was ladling
milk out of a can into a customer's pail.
&
J. H.
What, on the farm, will pay better
"Why, you've no ice," said the inAND
SURVEYORS.
I.MllNFERS
Cl\lt.
than kindness to farm animals, on which
spector sharply.
Maine.
South
Parle,
Street,
flîich
"Me no epika English," said tbe worn
we are dependent for our incomes?
an.
I recall two instances that came to my
Map* and Plans made to order.
"Well, you must be made to under- notice not very long ago, in handling
·.
timberlands and pocket maps of j
Μ
1
(><r iwile.
stand about ice. Get a man to talk," cows. In one instance the cows did not
!-tiers of the Atlas of Maine.)
i'
ordered the inspector.
enter the stable door, or one did not,
The woman started out. Then she but ran fast. What did the man do?
changed her mind, and faced the in- He started the dog after her, and before
he was done with her the dog had put
spector.
"Lady," she said, impressively, "lady, her through two wire fences, and over a
the chumpa on the wag' he no bringa bank, where she turned a somersault
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
and the man with a pitchfork prodded
me ice."
"She seems to command fairly forci- her as often as she could be overtaken
ble English," commented the inspector, or cornered. The cow was so scared
laughing. "When I meet the 'chumpa' that she could not see the stable door,
who brings her milk I must tell bim to so the chase was kept up until the cow
leave her ice, too, or there'll be trou- was winded.
ble." She filled her little tin cylinder
with milk from the can and dippod the
Another case was where from poor
thermometer and the lactometer in it.
fences the cowb broke into the grass
she said. "The
"It's
rich
enough,"
\ :i.!s of Pipe Repairing, Lead
fields. Two men and a dog started in
A
lactometer rides at the 100 mark, but
If the dog had been left at
and Iron.
it's warm. The law requires it to be pursuit.
home and the men had gone carefully
I must dump it on
not over 50 degrees.
and headed them out, no doubt the job
Telephone 134-11.
her, so here goes."
would have been done in five minutes,
Down the nearest sink went twenty
and the cows been left in normal conthe
and
of
or
so
milk,
frowsy
quarts
J. WALDO
dition. That could not be thought of.
woman in her excitement again forgot
The owner's blood was up and the cows
that she "no spika English."
After about a half
must have exercise.
"Here's a model place," said the inhour of dogging the cows were so scared
jpector, pausing in front of a grocery. that
they would go through the fence
And it was. The milk was in clean cans,
These may be
or over it.
MASON 10 BLOCK,
all packed in ice, and the dippers shone. anywhere,
extreme cases, but there are thousands
the
store
who
German
The big
kept
NORWAY. grinned affably when the inspector com- that reach this extreme.
Telephone Connection.
him.
plimented
"But I bad a terrific row with that
When a heifer calf is raised for the
HOLLISTERS
first came up here," she dairy she should be handled and petted
man when I
fountain
went on, after leaving the store.
all the way up, and she will seldom
"Had to call an officer, dumped his cause much trouble. Our heifers raised
A Busy Modicine Tor Buy People.
in
week
and
a
fined
923
When we
in this way are very tame
milk, and he was
P.-iags QolJca Health and Renewed Vigor.
1
••iilc f<>r Constipation, Indigestion, Live
Λ
jail. There's another man along here put them away to pasture we go ocΚ 11> ν Trou hie·». Pimples. Eczema. Impure who is meek as a lamb now, but he
casionally and salt them, always enBa.l lireuth. Sluggish Bowels, H"«!ach<
He's a fat Irish- deavoring to give them a kindly pat,
li.tetach·?. 1»"h Reeky Mountain Tea In tab wasn't so at the start.
on and when it is time to take them home
Genuine made by
f rin. :«5 cents a bos.
man, and when I showed my badge
1. L' sri.u L'hio Company, Madison. Wis.
my first call he gave me a withering they are easily caught. Others will
GQli/EN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE glance.
take young stock to pasture and never
"
Ί don't ap-prove av women milk in- go near them from spring till fall.
said he.
Then when they do go will take a "fool"
spectors,'
"
'Neither do I,' I said, 'and if I had a dog—made so by having a fool master—
me
I'd
for
earn
my living
and chase their young stock all over the
large man to
not be here telling you your milk cans hills to catch them.
I have known one
are dirty—as they are.'
or two cases where a "professional" dog
"
'Ma'am,' he said, 'if you hadn't a was sent for ten miles away to catch the
petticoat on I'd give you as big a lickin' heifers. What a foolish waste of energy,
as you ever had.'
and bow easily it could have been
"He had been sorting over turnips in avoided!
You
at
me.
a barrel after that firstlook
have to meet such people with their own
I have known two men to change
I'd
weapons. So 1 said: 4You suppose
breeds of cattle, dropping the Jerseys
let you lick mr? I'm a lightweight, and
because they were wild. With us they
if Γ hadn't a petticoat on I'd knock you
I do
are very tame and easily handled.
senseless so quick you wouldn't know
not think changing breeds will remedy
where you were. Now, take your head
matters unless the methods of treatment
out of that turnip barrel. I'm uot used
are changed also, for any self-respecting
to talking to men's backs.'
cow will "get back" at her owner at the
"He obeyed. He saw that I meant
if she is not kindly treated.
business, and I've had no trouble with pail
him since."
Maine.
South Paris,
me law Have mill luut ouau iiuî UC
Ilog» do not suffer so much from doge
sold io a shop out of which a sleeping and pitchforks as from lack of respectThat was the reason why, able quarters and general care. In
room opens.
in the next shop visited, the woman several instances I have seen hogs kept
looked sorrowful and no milk cane were in a-yard so small, or in a pee that was
to be seen.
so seldom cleaned, that filthy ooze came
"The man comes, he says, 'No, no,' nearly to their bodies, and into thie filth
i all lu stages there
said
and my milk-a—it is in the street,"
corn was thrown for them to dive after!
r.
Λ be eleautosaa.
the woman.
Who wishes to eat such pork? It wonld
Πj's Cream Balm
in
bed
a
had
she
be money in every farmer's pocket to
"Dumped it because
t
i',-e#,*<»lbM*ndtK'al·
in
a
there," said the inspectors, looking
provide dry sleeping quarters and a
'a«
membrane.
clean trough to feed his hogs from.
cubbyhole behind the shop.
It c.irea catarrh and drive·
"Well, your bed is out now, you can There would be much less loss from
»
iy a cold iu lue Lead
keep milk," she told the woman. "But "unknown" maladies and a much greatqu.tkly.
went er
I rcaui Balm is placed Into the nostrils, «prends it's hard to enforce that law," she
gain for the grain fed.
on.
ortr the membrane and i· absorbed. Belief la lm"They can get a bed up from the
in
two
cellar at night, and have it down
■
ue and a cure foiiowa. It la not drying—di*·
Another thing, a hog that has kind
shakes in tbo morning."
·. produce sneezing. Large Sue, SO eents at Drugtreatment is much more docile and
an
have
to
mail.
eye on
The inspectors
keep
or by mail ; Trial Sue, 10 cents by
k
handled. We now have a brood
the milk wagons, too. Coming out of easily
«.i.Y liUOTUÏRS, M Warren Street, New York
sow that is bo gentle one can get into
the last shop the inspectors saw a wagon
the
pick up the pigs and take them
disappearing down the street, and sprint- out pen,
without being molested. I think
A new Lot'
ed after it for two blocks, only to find it
this is due to her being handled and
loaded with empty cans.
treated. The pigs are as tame
of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
"That's what we call getting a lemon," carefully
as kittens.
No old she panted.
oak woodwork for closets.
But other wagons loaded with milk
goods. Call and 6ee this line. JobThe driven were very
were halted.
Hens require careful handling to inNo
to.
attended
bing
to have their milk tested, and one sore best results. They are very aggraready
charge for team.
obligingly filled the inspector's ice bag, vating at times, but if you hold your
as she had a sample of condemned milk
temper you will get more eggs. A LegL. M. Longloy,
horn hen will remember a kick for eix
to take to the laboratory.
Maine.
"Do you spit in your wagon?" she months. The more tame you can keep
Norway,
asked the next driver.
them the more easily they can be cared
"I never spit anyv'eree," he solemnly for, and when the time cornea to move
them and place them on eggs to hatch
assured her.
"The milk runs pretty fair in this dis- the chances for a good sitter are much
trict," the inspector went on. "I had better. I have bought broody hens beto condemn a whole wagon load yester- fore now that never knew kind treatinment, and the result was failure. When
day, though. It was bad, and down
to the gutter it went. Sometimes a you see a man letting the dog on to the
from me. I chased hens every time they come near the
Kor ulxteen years I have fltte«l glaaaee to «le- driver runs away
last week, and caught barn you will see poor results in eggs.
ft tlve eyes and
nothing else—that makes me a one a long way
», ·■■■•':tll*t. If your eyee trouble you In any way, him, too."
at I If you want
There is a wave of excitement in the
expert advice In regard to the
Our best friend, the horse, takes a
when the inspector
appears.
same, come to the man who le a specialist, who street
deal of undeserved punishment,
good
out
floats
milk
toe* une thing only. No charge for eye examin- "The
lady's coming!"
thanks to the Society for the Prebut,
store.
from every
ations or consultation.
vention of Cruelty to Animals, old
"Reminds you of 'Marguerite, wash horses that are
unfit for work are pretty
of Health is on the
Board
the
feet,
your
looked after in this locality,
"
said the inspector, laughing. carefully
street!'
and we do not often see them. If there
lye Speciallet, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.
"You've heard the children sing that?"
is anything wicked, it is the abuse of an
In one shop a whole family was thrown
old horse that has lived and worked unthe
excitement
inspector's
into wild
by
til too old to eat, then turned adrift to
requeet for their Board of Health per- die by inches.—D. J. Ryther in Tribune
mit.
Farmer.
"My wife is seek," the man explained
with many gestures, while bis numerous
A Misapplied Term.
progeny raced hither and yon, searching
for the permit. "We live on the top
I know of no word belonging to the
daily line, sundays
floor; my wife is so seek. She keep-a farmer's vocabulary that is so often misthe card"—
Portland and Bait··.
used as the word thoroughbred. Indeed
"What disease has your wife got?" it is
frequently used in a wrong connecF*'« on· wajr |l.Mt Konad trip M<OV.
asked the inspector.
tion from the institute platform. This
man.
the
said
a
bab',"
"She gofc-a
term belong· only to a certain kind of
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Porthorses known as race horses, but we
land. week daye at 7 P. mm Sundays at "No hurt-a the milk."
nailed
was
found,
The
finally
permit
8 p. m., (or Boston.
often hear farmers speaking of thoroughto the celling.
bred cattle, sheep and hogs where they
excuses they
to
hear
the
"You
ought
this
It is jnst as easy to
mean purebred.
Company's
Through tickets via
steamers are on sale at all principal give for not having ice," the inspector say purebred as to use the wrong term
remarked. "It's 'My wife has a baby,' and why not use it?—J. B. Garvin in
railroad stations.
I say to
Ί burled my father last week
The National Stockman and Farmer.
as
Freight rates are always as low
them, 'Never mind "your baby or your
other lines.
ice.'
father, but get
Take good oare of all the apples. It
Some of the shops are clean and sweet,
All freight, except Live Stock, is incrop
people. Others is now as good as settled that the from
self-respecting
by
kept
aside
sured against Are and marine risk.
smell to heaven. Some are just a trifle of this fruit in this country,
New
State and
England, is
disorderly. Id one of the latter a lot of New York that
J. t. LISCOMB, General Agent,
all good apples will comwere for sale, hung over short, and
which
canaries,
Portland, Me.
the milk cans, bat the milk stood the mand a liberal prioe. Every grower
should watch out sharp and keep posted,
inspector's test.
by selling
"Well, the·· conditions aren't bad," that he may not get caught the
time is
We Do all Kindt of....
"I don'l too low or by holding when
the inspector commented.
Farmer:
know that canaries are the thing to hav« fav rable for sale.—Maine
around milk cans, but I've seen worst
JOB PRINTING.
Great big stallions and small mare·
things near them. This dipper Isn't
should never be mated to breed.
clean."
Mwri A Forteea, «—m farta. very
»
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CHAPTER VII.

OUTSIDE

police court Philip
Invigorating a breath'

the

drew as
of fresh air as the atmosphere of CJerkeuwell permitted. lie knew thut an inspector of police and a couple of constables were
gazing at him curiously through an
office window, and the knowledge
quickened his wits.
It was worth even more than his lib-

Hardware,
and

Whom else had be to fear? The company had informed his mother that her

Tea

Rac':y

Nuggets

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and I

Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,
Nasal

CATARRH

promptly

Specialist
Specialist

OR. PARMENTERI

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Divi5ion.

included)

diamonds?"

Who knows.
there lu 'arf a tick.
1»·ι;;η» It's llotlischlld."
Meanwhile Philip did not hesitate an
Instant once he reached Isaacsteln β
A new note in his character
ofttce.
was raveallng itself.
Always resolute
fearless aiul outspoken, now he was
confident. He pushed open the swing
door with the manner of one who expects his fellows to bow before h in.
Was he not rich, able to command the

youth
Philip

der!"

Clerks came running from the lnnei
otllce, among them the elderly man

_

who Interfered In Philip's behalf on
the last occasion.
"Make that idiot shut up. said Phil
lp calmly, "and tell Mr. Isaacsteln 1
am here."
The ollii.fc i»oy was silenced, and the
excitement calmed down YesMbu dIa
If Ρ
Ρ
moiul merchant was In.
would walk upstairs to the waltl.n
room, his presence would 1» an

J»

nourned.
but «,ι,,Λΐν
kl.idl.
"Thank you," he said,
see that this urchin does not let
a
want
I don't
know 1 aui here.
crowd to be gathered In the street
when I come out."
Such cool Impudence from a ra„.i

others

a

tenancy of Johnson's Mews would not

bo dlsturlx'd Itefore the 31st. Of course
her death was known to the firm, but
their written promise to lier, was verbally coniiriHcd to Philip by the manager. It was now tbe 25th. lie bad flvo
clear ('.ays. perhaps six, in which to
make all ills arrangements. Tbe forced
seclusion of the prison had helped him
in one way—it gave him a programme,
Each step Lad been
a detailed plan.
caret ully th >;:ght out, ami Isaacstein's
office was the tirst stage in the cam-

paign.
A prowling hansom passed.

I'hliip

whistled.
"Where's the fare?" demanded tho
cabman aug.lly, looking up and down

the street.
•'Drive me to ilolhorn viaduct, quick,"
said the boy. with his foot ou the step.
Cabby eyed him with scorn.
"What's the gyme?" he growled.
"D'yer tyke me for a mug, or what?"
"Oh, don't talk so much!" cried Philip Impatiently. "Are you afraid I won't
pay you? See! If you lose no more
time, I will give you this," and he held
up a two shilling piece for the cab-

muffin was Intolerable, or nearly so
But Isaac; telu ruled his minions «it
a rod of iwn. and they would fain wait
the little man's pleasure ere they vtn
tured their wratJi on the boy. B.'su.e..
thev were afraid of Philip. Like mo«.t
people In London, they had read t.n
newspaper reports of the police cour,
proceedings, and they wore awed h\

strangely Incomprehensible sur
roundlngs.
go he was silently ushered upstairs,
and soon he caught the thick voiced or
his

der of Isaacsteln:
"Show him In.'
Isaacsteln. however, dive.l into his
private sanctum before Philip enten»
the general offloe. The boy found him
I
there seated at his table.
The duel began with gestions:
••llow did you got out so s»k»u.' iou
were reumnded for a week.
"Are ysw g"'ug to send for a pollce-

man's editication.
It is difficult to surprise your true
Cockney whip. The man carefully folded the evening paper be had been
reading, stuffed it under the strap
which held his rug aud cape and chir-

*

"Don't be mde, 1*>y, but answer mo.
Ί am not heie to satisfy jour .
|tv Mr. isaacsteln. 1 have called simply on a matter of business. It is sufficient for you to know that Mr. Abingdon has set me at liberty and restored
to me. l>o you wish to
mr

uri^s-

property
deal with me or not'.'"
Ti e diamond merchant tingled with
He was uot accustomed to beauger·
ruped to his horse:
ing browbeaten even by the represent"Kim up, lazy bone! We've got a
atives of the l>e Beers company jet
millionaire crossin' sweeper Inside.
here was a callow youngster addressIs
bloomin'
perfessiou
What, ho! Any
him iu this outrageous fashion, being
keb."
a
better 'u drivin'
too. an Insufferable air of contraving,
anThe run was shorter than Philip
in voice and manner. lie glared
tempt
he
ticipated, but, true to bis promise,
at Philip lu silent wrath for an Instant.
proffered the two shillings.
smiled. He took from his
The cabman looked at him. Something in the boy's face seemed to strike
him as curious, and, notwithstanding
Philip's rags, his skiu was scrupulously

clean.

"Gow ou," l.e crieu. "i n miue yer
present of Huit trip. Ope it'il ylv yer
a fresh stuwt ia the world. Kiui up.
will yer!" And the hunsoui swung
away into ti e traille, leaving tlie boy
st-tndlng on the pavement on the uorth
side of the vln-luct. He made a mental
nuiulier. It was easy
note of the
to reniernlier—tliive S's and a U—und
wa!!»ed on to -fd 11 !tton Garden.
Meanwhile the cahuinn after varying

a

lnck drove to his yar:1. changed horses,
'seemed a fare to a tii-vter and joined
the Unynuuket r.'nk while he took a
uieai in the cabmen's shelter.
"What's today's liettin' on tlie îiatlonal?" he asked a friend.
The evening paper was passed, and
he east an eye over its columns. Suddenly he rlppod out a string of expressions that auia:ed Ills companions.
"What's the matter, Jlmmie? Missed a 2<i to 1 chance at Lincoln?"
"Great Scott, I thought he'd lift the

The buy
pocket the paper of diamonds and beThe action said
to count them.

gai

plainly:

you caunoi nrnu miaway. If ! go to your trade rivals,
you will lose η magnificent opportunity. Vou are In my bands. No matter
liow rude 1 am to you, you must put
"You

know

secret of the meteor.
At last the cabman became lucid.
"I'm doner' he groaned. "My brains
are a fuzzball.
'Ere, some one drink
I
cowcow.
my beer! I'm golu* In fer
'ad tide young spark in my keb tod'y
an' didn't know it. Έ offered me two
a
bob, 'e did, an' I stood Ίιη α drive as
a

scarecrow."

"Who's next?" cried a raucous voice
at tlie door.
"I am!" roared the disappointed one.
There's a hold
"Well, look sharp.
gent a-wavln' 'Is humbreller like mad"—
'lm. Don't let 'lm go. I'll be

"Keep

his circumstances, the whole fantastic

incongruity of the affair forced his
recognition.
Not

unprepared

for such a

retort,

rhillp gathered the stones together

and twisted the ends of the paper.
was going back

Evidently the parcel
into his

pocket.

Ile

glanced

too. which ticked solemnly

at a clock,
over the

office door.
"Here, what are you doingcried
Isaaostein.
"Going to some one. who will deal
with me In a reasonable manner. It is
not verv late yet. I suppose there are
plenty of firms like yours in Hatton
Garden, or I can go back to Mr. Wll-

soil"—
"Sit down.

Sit down." growled the
man, vainly striving to cloak his nervousness by a show of grim jocosity.
"I never sa.ν such a boy In my life.
You are touchy as gunpowder. I wus

only Joklug."

I um not Joking. Mr. Isaacsteln.
Your price is my price—£W).000."
"Do you tnink I carry that amount of
money In my purse?" demanded Isaacstein. striving desperately to think out
some means whereby lie could get Philip into a more amiable uiood. when,
perchauce, the true story of the gems
might be revealed.
"No," was the answer. "Even if you
gave It to me I should not take It
away. I want you to advance, say. £."0
1 require clothes and other
today.

things. Theu tomorrow you can brlug
me t·» a bank and pay a portiou of the
purchase price to my credit, giving nie

at the same time a written promise
pay the remainder within a week or a
month, any reasonable period, in fact."
The diamond merchant was quickly
becoming serious, methodic.»1, as he listened. This businesslike proposal was
the one thing needed to restore his be

to

wllderel faculties.
"Tell me, b^y," he said, "who has
been advising you?"
"No one."
"Do you mean to $ay you came here
today to trade with uie without consulting any other person?"
"I certainly told Mr. Abingdon I was
coming, and I feel that I can always
return to him for any advice if I am in
a difficulty, but the offer I have Jusmade Is my own."
Watchfng Isaaesteln's face was an
Interesting operation to Philip. I nder
ordinary conditions he might as well
expect to find emotion depicted in a
pound of butter as iu that oily countenance, with its set expression molded
by years of sharp dealings. But today
the man was startled out of all the accustomed grooves of business. He was
confronted with a problem so novel
that his experience was not wide

enough lo embrace it.
So Philip caught a gleam of resentment at the introduction of the magistrate's name, and he instantly resolved
to see Mr. Abingdon again at the

earnest

opportunity.

"Oh, he treated you kindly today,

did he?" snarled Isaacsteln.
"Yes, most kindly."
"You don't drink. I suppose?" broke
In the other abruptly.
"No; 1 am only a boy of fifteen and

do not need stimulants."
He was favored with a sharp glance
at this remark, but he bent over his

up with it."
Nevertheless he made an effort to
preserve his tottering dignity.
"I)o you think," he said, "that you
are behaving properly in treating a
man of my position In such a way in

his own office?"
In his own oilice— that was the sting
of It!
The head of the tirm of Isaacstcin &
Co. of Ixjudou, Amsterdam and Kimberley to Ik* liearded lu such fashion
In his own particular shriue! Why, the

Day In and day out there la that feeling

of weakness that makes a burden of Itself.
Food does not strengthen.
Sleep does not refresh.
It Is hard to do, hard to bear, what
should be easy,—vitality Is on the ebb, and
the whole system suffers.
For this condition take

Hood's Sarsaparilla

It vitalises the blood and gives vigor and
tone to all the organs and functions.
In usual liquid form or In chocolated
tablets known as Saraatab·. 100 doses ti.

my interests property. If only you
will believe this statement it will save
you much future worry, I assure you."
"Were you in earnest when you said
that you have an abundance of stones
like those In your hauds?"
"So many; Mr. Isaacsteln. that you
will have some trouble in disposing of
er

them.

I have diamonds as big, aa big-

let me see—as big as an egg."
The wonder la that the man did not
faint.
."My God!" he gurgled. "Do you
Where
know what you are saying?
You will be robbed,
are they, boy?
murdered for their sake. Where are
they? Let me put them In some safe
place. I will deal honestly by you. I
Bwear It by all that I hold sacred. But
you must have them taken rare of."
"They are quite safe, be certain of
that. Reveal my secret I will not. I
have borne Insult and Imprisonment to
preserve It. so It Is not likely I will
yield now to your appeals."
Philip's face lit up with a strange
light as this protest left his lips. The
meteor was his mother's bequest. She
gave It to him, aud she would safe-

Had she failed hitherto?
Was not all Loudon ringing with the
news of his fortune, yet what man or
woman had discovered the whereabouts
®f his treasure? Iu hie pocket he felt

guard It

the great Iron key of No. 3 Johnson's
Mews, aud he was as certain now that
his hiding place was unknown as that
his mother's spirit was lookiug down
on him from heaven and directing his
every movement.
The man, in spite of hie own great
lack of composure, saw the fleeting

glimpse of spirituality in the boy's eyes.
Puzzled and disturbed though he was,
he made another violent effort to pull

his shattered nerves Into order.
"There is tio need to talk all day," he
said doggedly. "Now I am going to tell
you something you don't know. If your
boast is justified—If you really own as
as
many diamonds aud as good ones
be a
you say you own—there must
great deal of discretion exercised In

on the market. Diamonds
valuable only because they are
There Is a limit to their possible
rare.
purchasers. If the diamond mlues of
the world were to pour all their resources forthwith Into the lup of the
public there would be such a slump
would drop 50, tJO, even 80
that

putting them
are

prices

per cent. Do you follow ineï"
"Yes," nodded Philip.
A week earlier he would have said,
"Yes, sir," but Vis soul was bitter yet

against Isaacsteln.
"Very well. It may take me months,
Ho
years, to realize your collection. To
it properly I must have some idea of
its mugnitude. if there are exceptionally large stones among It, they will be
dealt with separately. They may.rlval
or eclipse the few historical diamonds
of the world, but their worth can only
be measured by the readiness of some

fool to pay hundreds of thousands for
them. See?"
UUUilVU

•'ICS,

seutentlousness
the point.

Ull4|»

brought

ufeinu.

the

uian

»»·*

to

'Therefore vou must take me Into
What quantity of
your confidence.
stones do you possess and what are
their sizes? I must know."
Isaacstein, cooler now, pursed his
lips and pressed ills thumbs together
until they appeared to be in danger of
It was his favorite attidislocation.
tude when engaged In a deal. It signified that he had cornered his victim.
I'hillp, appealed to In this strictly
commercial way, could not fall to see
it was to Ills own Interest to tell his
chosen exi>ert the exact facts and noth-

you with diamonds of that value every
year for many years."
The man relaxed the pressure on his
thumbs. Indeed, he passed a tremulous hand across his forehead. He was
beaten again, and he knew It—worsted
by a gutter snipe in a war of wits.
The contest had one excellent effect.
It stopped all further efforts on Isaacstein's part to wrest Philip's secret
from him. Thenceforth ho asked for
and»obtalned such diamonds as he needed and resolutely forbade himself the
luxury of questioning or probing the
extent

diamonds again and began to examine
tliem one l»y one. He knew th.it the
action was tantalizing to his companion, aud that 1m why he did it
Isaacstcin went to a sideltoard and
lie
out a stiff glas» of brandy,

poured
swallowed it as an ordinary person
lakes an oyster.
"That's letter," he said, returning to

"Now we cau get to close
quarters. Hand over the stones."
Philip did nothing of the sort
"Why?" he Inquired blandly. "You
kuow all about them. You can hardly
waut to examine them so frequently."
lsaacstein,
cried
it!"
"Confound
growing red with renewed impatience.
"What more cau I do than agree to
his desk.

your terms V"
"I asked you for an advance of £50.
I said nothing about leaving the diaTlease listen
monds in your charge.
1 make no unreasonable deto me.
mands. If you wish to keep the stones
now you must first write me a letter
stating the agreement between us. If
it is right I will give you the diamonds. If it is not according to my
Ideas you must alter it"
"Do you think I mean to swindle

you?"

"I have no views on that point. I
am only telling you what my conditions are."
Iiiuuesteln sat buck in his chair and
rhilip fixedly aud with as

regarded

solved to be coatent with bin 10 per
cent.
And thie might well be. Twenty-live
thousand pounds a year earned by a
few Journeys to the continent—a few
haggling Interviewe In the Hattou Garden office! What a gold mine! Moreover, be would be the head man in the
trade. He was that now. In some respects, but under the new conditions
none could gainsay bis place at the top.
Even the magnates of Klmberley would
be staggered by this new source of supply. What did It matter If the boy
kept to his rags and amazed the world
so long aa the diamonds were forthcoming? It was uo silk hatted gentleman who first stumbled across the diamond laden earth of South Africa.
Isaacstein bad made up his mind. Fate
Had thrust this badness Into his lap.
He would be a fool to lose it out of

curiosity.
"Yes," said Philip. "KHniee to that."
"Samuel!" yelled Isaacstein.
"Coming, sir," was the answering
shout, and a flurried clerk appeared.
"Bring in the scales, Samuel."
The scales were brought and a level
mere

space cleared for them on the desk.
Philip, of course, had never l»efore
seen an Instrument so delicately adJusted. A breath would serve to depress the balance.
The boy held forth his paper and
poured the contents into the tiny brass
tray of the scales. Samuel's mouth
opened and his eyes widened. It was
his iirst eight of the diamonds.
"Four ounces eight pennyweights five
grains—ti-i) carats in thirty stones.
Oh, good gracious me!" murmured the

clerk.
Isaacstein checked the record care-

fully.

"Hi 'ht!" he said. "Put them In the
safe."
Philip raised no protest this time.
Ile knew that the man would keep bis
word. Indeed, Isaacstein told Samuel
to bring Uini fifty sovereigns, and ere
the man returned he liegau to write
sheet of letter paj>er:
Here!
from—
your name?" he broke in.

on η

"Received

What's

"Philip."
"Philip what?"
"That will do today, thank you. The
next time I call I will give you my

full name and address."
"Please yourself. I am no Judge In
this matter," and ho wrote on:

a boy who refuse
other name, but the same whom I
Inst, and
■aw In this ufllce on the Uuth
again at the Clerkenwell police court on
thirty meteoric diamonds
that
«late,
1 hereby
carats.
weighing In th.- grone
agree to dlsi-ose of the sume anil to rento said
sales
der true account of the
Plilllp or ahls agent», my commission to
be 10 per "cent, the expenses payable by
me.
I have today handed the said Philip
£50 In gold and undertake to pl.ico £5.000
to his credit tomorrow with my bunkers.

Received from Philip,

any

of

his

Juvenile patron's

re

sources.

But there was a long panse before he
found his tongue again. Ills voice had
lost Its aggressiveness when he said:
"In the police court I valued the diamonds you produced at £Γ>0.000. It does
not necessarily follow that I am preto give such a sum for them at

pared

this moment. I might do so as a speculation, but I take It you do not want
It will
me to figure in that capacity.
be better for you, safer for me, if I become your agent. I will take your stonet
to Amsterdam, have them cut sufficiently to enable dealers to assess their true
worth and sell them to the best advantage.
My charge will be 10 per
cent and I pay all expenses. Today I
Tonurrow I will
will give you £50.
take you to a bank and place five thousand to your credit. Meanwhile I will
give, you a receipt for thirty stones,
In the rousrh so many carats,

wei^liinrr

and you or any one you may appoint
can see the sale vouchers subsequently,
when I will hand you the balance after deducting £5.050 and my 10 per cent.
The total price may exceed fifty thousand or It may be less, but I do uot
think I will be far out In my estimate.

Are you agreeable?"
Somo Inner monitor told Philip that
the man was talklna on sonnd business
lines. There was a ring of sincerity In
bis voice.
Apparently he had thrust
temptation aside and was firmly re-

WHAT TRAIN DO YOU TAKE?
In Wiring Giv· It· Number, Nam· «f
Road and Tim· of Arrival.
When you telegraph a friend tb·
next time you are going to visit hiia
ami that you'd be delighted to hav·
liini meet you at the train the next day,
fur heavtu's sake telegraph him Intelli-

gently.

If the money, Irritations and disappointments of the year were aggregated for the ^United States in hopelessly unintelligible telegrams of this

kind, the average political economist
would have h tit. When the average
person in the small city or town decides 011 the jump to go to see a friend
lu the city and decides to telegraph
that friend what train to meet, he lie-

comes au

receipt.

Isaacstein fully appreciated the Incident and knew that Ills own eagerness
defeated the chance, all the more powerful liecause It was Involuntary, of
ascertaining the name of this marvelous

youth.

Philip gathered up Ills gold, not withcounting the coins. They felt
strangely heavy in his pocket much
heavier than the stones they replaced,
yet they formed but a thousandth part

out

of the value of those tllntllke pebbles.
What a queer problem It was, this ratio of worth lietweon a few stones and

the bright minted sovereigns!
"What time shall I call tomorrow?"
he asked, standing cap In hand, ready
to take Ills departure.
"At 11. Rut wait one moment. Have
See
you no friends to look after you?
what trouble you may get into. Why,
the mere jmssesston of so much gold

boy like you may"—
take care of myself. Mr. Isaac"I

by

a

can

an abturning to the véranda after
of a few minutes, she found the
cradle knocked over and the baby goue.

sence

N#it day native shepherds discovered
wood the
In the undergrowth of a
of
bones of a young child and a string
amber beads, which were Immediately
recognized by the mother as having
Is no
been on her child's neck. "There
off
doubt thnt the Infant was carried
correand devoured by Jackals," a
spondent adds.
Clever Woman.
"There Is no use trying to deny It,"
"Minis is
said one man to auothur.
badly married. I hute to say it, but
It's so."
"How do yon know?"
"By a talk Τ bave just bad with
him."
"Does he complain?"
"No. That's the pnthetlc pnrt of it.
rie was telling me how good natured
and clever his wife is because this
morning she showed htm how to fasten
hi* braces to Ids trousers with a hair-

pin."—London Titbits..

Fatalism Exemplified.
She I hope, dear, that you are not
going to worry about my exceeding my
allowance this time.
He (brightenlug up)—You don't mean
to tell me, dearest, that there isn't any

necessity for-Jt?

"Certainly

not.

What's the use· of

worrying about something you can't

help'/"—New

York Life.

He Was Cruel.
Mrs. Xnbbons—My husband Is a perFriend—You amaze me.
fect brute.
Mrs. Nubbons Since the baby began
teething nothing would <|ulet the little
angel but pulling his papa's beard, and
yesterday he went and had his beard
Ihaved off.—Loudon Tit-I?lts.
He Wandered.

(fervently)—All.

Miss Itose,
when I gaie 011 you my mind wanders.
Miss Rose (with η yawn)—What a pity,
Reggy, the rest of you doesn't keep up
with your mind.—Loudon Express.

Peggy

lie wh > has thr^e enemies mint
agree with two.—German Proverb.

unconscious imltecile.

Chicago tonight on l:SO
Meet me.
This is the text of a ten word message whkh I received the other night
from a friend in an Ohio city. He hud
started for Chicago before the telogram was received by me, and while I
wanted immensely to meet him at the
Will
train.

leave for

stution Instead of making the least effort to (ii> so 1 took it out in swearing.
In sending u telegram announcing an
arrival the name of the road and the
train number are the two absolute essentials. It will be a help to the recipient of the message in most cases if
the time of the arrival of the train lie
given also. Frequently, as between the
two stations Involved In such a message. a difference of one hour in standard time otherwise might cont use. I$ut
as between the uumlier of the train
and the numerals In the hour of arrival the telegrapher has a chance of
error, and in writing the message
these two vets of numerals should be
separated by the name of the road.
Taking the ten word message as the

standard of length, then, any person
going anywhere from any station on
set form
any railroad may use the one
of telegraphic announcement of arrival:

Arrive No. 5. I-ike Shore, due 8 o'clock
Monday morning.
Ordinarily no possible further Information is necessary In the greatest
railway center in America. The train
number Is unchangeable on Its own

system. Any railway employee anywhere will Identity the train In a moment. if the recipient of the telegr.un
wishes to know whether the train Is
on time before he starts to the stnt 1<·ιι,
he can learn In a moment over the teland In
ephone by asking alsiut No.
the query he will have the readier reInformsponse for the reason that his
ant will Is* grateful for the Inquirer's
succinct knowledge of train operations.
—II. W. Field in Chicago Tribune.

FOOLING A CAMEL

REUBEN ISAACSTEIN.

After completing this acknowledgment he scribbled something else.
"There," he said, with a sitfh of relief, "that is not a very formal document, but it will suffice. You can get
It stamped tomorrow at Somerset
House. Just Rlgn this receipt for £00."
Philip took the two papers and read
them carefully. Isaac-stein's handwriting was a scrawl, but legible enough.
The boy reached for a pen and signed
He was on the
his Christian name.
point of adding his surname in an unguarded moment, but he felt the man's
eye on him, so he simply wrote "Philip" across the stamp at the foot of the

ing but the facts.
flteln. I will 1* here at 11. Good aftThe lK>y. singularly tintiurrled In tone
ernoon."
an
inquiry.
and manner, hazarded
•'What amount of ordinary diamonds
(το bk continued.]
—In their money value, I mean—can
of
you dispose of readily In the course
Devoured by Jackal·.
a year. Mr. Isaacstein?"
woForeign papers tell α story of a
"Oh. £2iM),iKX) or £300,000 worth. It
who
lu
Algvria,
the
on
at
man
I'hUlipevUie,
matter
a
is
largely dependent
cradle on the
condition of trade generally. But that was s eu ted by lier baby's
wan
vernndu of her house'when «he
may l>e regarded as a minimum."
Re"And the bigger stones, worth many called within by her husband.

"Quite safe."
"Then, Mr. Isaacstein, I will supply

eyes.
"Mr. Isaaesteln." he said calmly,
"have you forgotten that you caused
me to be arrested as a thief aud dragged handcuffed through the open
streets by u policeman? I have spent
five days in Jail because of you. At
the moment when I was praising your
secret
honesty you were conveying
to your clerks in the belief that

General Debility

much calmness as he could summon
to hit aid. A ray of sunshine illumined a bald patch on the top of his head,
and the boy found himself Idly speculating on developments In the man's
future life. The man, on his part, was
seeking to read the boy's Inscrutable
character, but the fixity of Philip's
gaze at his denuded crown disconcerted him again.
"What are you looking at?" he demanded suddenly.
"I was wondering how you will look
when you go to heaven, Mr. Isaacetein," was the astounding reply.
"You Imagine, then, that I may deal
fairly with you?" he said at last.
"Oh. yes. Why should you rob me?
You can earn more money than you can
ever need In this world by looking aft-

thousands pach?"
Taking
"It Is imiHtsslble to say.
them in the lump at values varying
from a thousand each to fancy figures,
perhaps £50,000 worth."
"It would I* safe to reckon on a
quarter of a million a year, all told?"

thiug was monstrous!
Philip looked him squarely in the

roof off!"
"Go easy, mate. There's lydlee outside."
But the cabman still swore and gaz- ! signals
ed round eyed at the sheet. And this ! I was something Worse than a pickIs what he read:
pocket. Was your treatment of me so
from blame at our first meeting
The boy, Philip Morland, whose po·- free
V"
Krusloii of a collection of meteoric dia- as to serve as a model at the second
monds of rreut value has created so
chair was creaking now continThe
much sensation, was brought up on reThe man swung from side to
mand today at the Clerkonwell police uously.
He strove
!
lecture.
court and released. Mr. Abingdon thought side during this
lit to hear the case In camera, so this rag- | hard to restrain himself, but the feverLondon
;
about
wandering
Is
god urchin
ish excitement of Saturday returned
again with a pocketful of Bums. He was j
intensity than ever. Lie
lust seen enterl.ig α cab in the neighbor- with greater
hood of the police court, and Inquiry by
Jumped up, and Philip imagined for a
our representative at the Hatton Garden
second that robbery with violence wa«
offices of Mr. Isaacsteln, the diamond
Imminent.
merchant. whose nume has figured in
"Confound It all, boy," yelled the
connection with the case, elicited the inabout
ι
thurc
called
Morland
that
formation
merchant, "what was I to do when a
S p. m. Mr. Isaacsteln positively refused
ragged loafer like you came In and
to make any further statement for publi- j
me a diamond worth a thoushowed
that
is
developbut
It
probable
cation,
ments in this peculiar and exciting affair sand pounds and told me he had dozwill take place at any moment.
Hid .vou
ens, hundreds, more like it?
dock
In a word, the Journalistic world was expect me to risk standing In the
exceedingly wroth with both Mr. Ab- by your side? Who could have given
l>eha!f than I
ingdon aud Mr. Isaacsteln for balkiug fairer evidence In your
could not
It of a very readable bit of news. No did? Who prove;! that you
Irivc
effort would be spared to defeat their have stole;» fie s!< nc-V Whom
obvious purpose. Philip must be discovered by hook or by crook and badgered Incessantly until he divulged the

treat, 'e looked slch

He
Isnacsteln recovered his seat.
his face vigorously, but the
trading Instinct conquered his fury.
"Yes," he snapped. "How much do
you want for them?"
"I notice that their value steadily
increases. The first time you saw this
diamond"—and he held up the stone
orlglnallv exhlblted-"you said It was
worth £000 or £700. Today you name
η thousand. However, I will take your
own valuation for this unimportant
collection and accept £50,000."
"Oh, you will, will you? And how

wiped

be.ilnd the
he bounded
grille set ej.-s on
back from the window and gazed a.
hint with a frightened look. Had thH
young desperado broken out of prison
and come to murder them all.'
Mur"Help! Help!" he shouted.

Ranges.

|

φφ

J. CLODE.

business relations.
The instant the

"Oow on," he cried. "I'll nuikc jjer
prevent of that trip."

Then he went

coolly:

"That Is your point of view, I suppose. Mine is that you could have satlslled yourself concerning all these
points without eendlug me to prison.
However, this discussion Is beside the
present question. Will you buy my

him.'

Stoves,

Licensed Taxidermist;

had exhausted itself.
on

davs earlier.
But he had suffered much since
then and suffering had' streugijened
Moreover, he had taken the
there was a
measure of Isaacsteln.
score to be
wli»ed off before that
worthy and he entered into ainicabk

Co.,,

NASH,

world?"
Philip waited until the man's passion

will you have it, in notes or gold?"
He could not help this display of
services of men? Why should be falwas loslie forgot ids rags, forgot the cheap sarcasm. The situation
ter?
ing Its annoyance. The humor of It
difficulties and dangers that might ye
dawn on him. ΤΛ hen
beset his path, for in very truth ho was beginning to
on
had achieved but little actual progress his glance rested more critically
Philip, the boy's age, the poverty of
since he tlrst entered that office

erty to realize that in all reasonable
probability bis meteor was safe as yet.
The police bad failed in their quest.

CO..

Leavitt

EDWARD

By

.·

Win. C.

you to tliauk for being at liberty now
but the exi>ert who ewore that no such
diamonds bad been seen before In this

if
£
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How the Arabe Let the Animal Exhaust
Its Bad Temper,
You all have heard stories about the
camel—how patient and useful he is
on long, tiot Journeys, so tlint he Is
often called the "ship of the desert."
But he has one very bad fault, lie
likes to "pay back," ami If his driver
has injured hlui in any way lie will not
rest till he has returned the liij;ay.
The Arabs, who wander about the
deserts and so use the camel α great
deul, know about thin fault of his and
have a queer way of keeping themselves from getting hurt.
When a driver has made his camel
angry, he first runs away out of sight.
Then, choosing a place where the camel
will soon pass, ho throws down some
of his clothes and fixes them so that
the hunp will look like α sleeping man.
Pretty soon along comes the camel
and sees the heap. Thinking to himself, "Now I've got him," he pounces
ou the clothes, shakes thwin around and
tramples all over them. After he Is
tired of this and has turned away the

driver can reappear und ride him away
without harm.
He has been In
Poor silly camel!
what we call "a blind rage." so angry
that he can't tell the difference between α mau aud α heap of clothes.—

Mayflower.

A PAPER OF PINS.
Tins were introduced lu the sixteenth century.
Then they were costly and highly
prized as pi its.

A paper of plus was more acceptable
tlutu a bouquet.
An act was passed In 1Ô-13 ma king it
illegal to charge more than elghtpeuce

thousand for metal pins.
Persons of quality often used plus
made of boxwood, bone and silver,
wiiiie the |»oor put up with wooden
skewers.
In those day husbands were often
surprised at tin· great amount of monthe term
ey that went for pins; hence
α

"pin money."

Not so man* years ago the frugal
American housewife was wont to teach
pin economy by teaching her children
that cauny couplet, "See a pin and
It up. all the day you'll have good

pick

luck."—Philadelphia Ilecord.

The Indirect Method.

Homemade lee

cream

was a

regular

the bill of fare at Willie's
house, and while be liked the cream he
drew the line at turning the freezer.
One day when his mother returned
Item

on

home she was agreeably surprised to
tind him working at the crank as if his
life depended on it.
"I don't see how you got him to turn
the Ice cream freezer," she said to her
husband. "I offered him a dime to do
it, and he Ju«t laughed at me."
"You didn't go about it the right
way. my dear," replied her husband.
"I bot him a nickel he couldn't turn It
for half an hour."—Harper's Weekly.

A Dog's Jealousy.
I)ana is η huge St. Bernard who has
his own ideas as to his Importance.
Whenever lie wishes to attract attention he knocks his water pall over and
then rolls it around, growling at it and
making a great fuss. Then he puts
his head in and throws the pall high
in the air, batting at ft with his paws
If this does not
as it comes down.
have the desired effect he picks up
the pall by the handle and takes It into
the I mm. where the noise is increased
by far owing to the wooden floor. This
performance Is given whenever the
horse is petted or when strangers come
to the house.—Chicago Tribune.
Greenwich Observatory.
In the year 1β7Γ> Klug Charles II. of
Englaud founded the royal observatory
at Greenwich in order that astronomical observations might be made for
the assistance of sailors. The history
of the observatory has been the history of chronology and of this practical side of astronomy. Its work and
its standards have become distinctly
International. The meridian of fireenWieh now determines the longtitude of
the world.—Exchange.

Weet Parte.
Bocldicld.
F. L. Wymtn bas sold the largest
Mr. Leonard Ε. Prince and wife from
New York city have bees visiting the amoDDt of raspberries this year be bu
former*· parents, Mr. and Mrs. Κ. N. ever bad, the yield being over eigbt
ALL
IN
WEEK
THE
OF
DOINGS
THE
Prince. Mr. Prinoe hired a team of thousand quarts. The price has been
horses and carriage, in which the rela- high in Portland, a large quantity bringSECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
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ten cents a pint.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates and Miss
Delia Lane went the middle of last week
to the Bates camp at Little Concord
Pond for a stay of ten days or more.
The guests invited to stay during the
time include Mr. E. D. Stilwell and family, Rev. I. S. Macduff. Mr. and Mrs.
Morton, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bates and
Miss Sue Thompson, formerly a teacher
here, also Mr. and Mrs. C. Howard Lane.
intend
Granite Lodge, F. and Α. Μ

alt had âne rides. They all envisit exceedingly.
Mr. Κ. N. Prince has been qqjte 111,
to be out again.
is
able
but
Buckfield is just now enjoying her full
quota of summer visitors, many coming
in antes. We can report however but a
few cases.
Mr. Walter V. Cole and wife of Lisbon
are the guests of his parents, Virgil Cole
and wife. Mr. Cole is a successful and
temperance druggist, doing an excellent
business. Hia wife is very active in
church and benevolent work.
Mrs. £. 6. Cole and daughter Anna
are in attendance at the Advent campmeeting at Mechanic Falls.
The following have been the guests of
William Irish and wife tbe past week:
Dr. Geo. Marston and wife, Stoneham,
Mass.; Mrs. C. H. Lucas, Waltham,
Mass.; Geo. Holmes, wife, and daughter,
of Hartford; Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Marston
Miss Lena Irish of
of Auburn, and
Portland.
The following have been the guests of
Mrs. I. W. Sbaw and family tbe past
week: Mrs. J. H. DeCoster and daughter
of Mechanic Falls, Mrs. E. A. Gammon,
and her three sons, Cal, Percy and Harry, and a grandson, Perry, and Mies
Isabella Hrown of East Boston.
Allen Irieh <ft Bath is visiting bis
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Irish, coming from Bath in his auto.
A very pleasant outing of a company
of youug people was enjoyed at North
Pond from last Monday until Thursday.
The company consisted of Prof. McConathy and wife of Che'sea, Mass., as
chaperones, Miss Gladis Blaisdell of
Boston, Miss Jessie Harlow of Maiden,
Miss Lottie Record, Miss Myra Irish and
Miss Mildred Shaw of Buckfield.
Kev. A. W. Pottle and wife were in attendance at tbe Poland campmeeting
Tuesday and Wednesday. The attendance was small, but the spirit of the
meeting was excellent, and the preaching was of high order.
V. P. DeCoster, with the assistance of
his hired men, put eleven large loads of
oats into his barn Thursday.
Many of our farmers are not through
with haying yet.

ing

tives

joyed the

Paris HIM.

I

Flrat Baptist Church, Rev. E.U.Taylor, paator
Preaching every Sunday M 10:4ft A. M. Sunday
School at 12 K. Sabbath Evening Service at
7 J0r.it. T. P. 3. C. E. Tueway evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at. 30. Covenail Meeting the last Friday before the lat
San'tay of the month at 2 30 p. m. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Unlversellat Church, Bev.C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10:43
A- M. Sunday School at 11:13.

to make some improvements and additions next month to the building and
and
electric
Rev. C. Â. Knickerbocker
Judge
hall occupied by them, one of which
Joa Piurrue .—New type, fast preeee·,
low
and
workmen
prices
to
Mount
a
made
power, experienced
W. P. Potter
trip
will be an outside stairway and larger
combine to make this department of our bamianterooms.
Washington Thursday and Friday, stayne·· complete and popular.
summit
the
on
night.
Thursday
Mrs. W. 6. Berry and son Elmer of
ing
Mechanic Falls visited several days of
They were fortunate in having two of
•««LE COPIE».
the clearest days of the season, and had
laet week at H. 6. Brown1·, returning
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent* a most delightful trip.
home Sunday
accompanied by her
each. They will he mailed on reoelpt of price by
the publishers or for the conrenlenc· of patron·
Henry D. Hammond and son Charles
daughter Marion, who has spent Ave
on
hare
been
Ueue
of
each
placed
jingle copie·
were in Portland over Sunday.
weeks with her cousin, Miss Brown.
«ale at ttw following place· la the County :
Leo W. Farrar left Saturday on his
In spite of unfavorable weather over
Shutieff'· Drue Store.
Sooth Parla,
a
way to Dallas, Texas, where he bas
twenty-five from this place enjoyed the
Noyea" Drue Store.
Norway,
for
the
Stone'· Drug Store.
coming
Universalist grove meeting at Bryant's
good position teaching
A Ifred Cole, Pottmaater.
Backteld.
Pond last Wednesday.
year.
Mr·. Harlow, Poat Office.
ParU Hill.
of
X.
Horace
Paris,
Roberts, formerly
There has not been any preaching
Samuel T. White.
Weet Pari·.
□ow on the road with Stetson's Uncle
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
service at the Methodist church for two
Tom's Cabin CO., is spending a week at
Sundays on account of the Poland campWhite Mountain View House during the
meeting.
Comlaf Events.
interval between the summer and winMrs. F. W. Dyke from Boston has
ter tours of the company.
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Nathan
Sept. 2J.—Valne State fair, L^wleton
Beeches
Brock.
Among late arrivals at The
Sept. 10—Oxford Pomoaa Grange, Bolster's 1
Mill·.
are Miss Anna Bates, Salem, Mass.; Mrs.
W. E. Kicker, who has been working
Sept. 17, IS, 19.—Oxford County Fair.
Jessie
Miss
Grace Kendall,
Coggeshall,
all summer at Harrison, has returned
Sept. 24, ·&, ·*.—An<lroscogg1n Valley fair, Can- 1
R.
Miss Anna Foster, Providence,
I.;
home and gone to work for the Paris
ton.
Oct- 1. 2, 3. —West Oxford Pair, Fryeburg.
Mrs. John A. Rockwell, Cambridge,
Manufacturing Co.
Oct. 2, 3.—North Oxford fair, Andover.
E.
Miss
S.
A.
Miss
Perkins,
Mr. George Thomas and sister Miss
Mass.;
M. E. Mitchell, Boston;
Miss
Nichols,
Elizabeth from Xeponset, Mass., returnNSW ADVKKT1SBMBNTS.
Misses L. and M. Oiman, Providence,
ed home last Saturday after a visit of
R. I.; Miss A. Feltch, Taunton, Mass.;
ten days at W. G. Hammond's.
Clearance Sale of Summer Goods.
Mrs. Henry Austin Clapp, Boston; Mr.
The evening choir at the Universalist
Men'· Sack Suit·.
Ladle·' Home Journal Patterns
Hoffman Richardson of Los Angeles,
church furnished music last Sunday
Perolln.
Cal ; Mrs. and MissStedman, Boston;
moruing, Aug. 25, at West Sumner, at
Pickling Time.
The
Mise C. Wendell, Dover, Ν. II.
the preaching service by Rev. C. G.
Eye Trouble».
Probate Notice*.
Beeches family give a reading of "As
Miller.
β Notice· of Appolutment.
You Like It" thin week.
J. II. Cole is visiting his brother at
Apple Barrel·.
the
of
annual
The
meeting
adjourned
Haverhill, Mass.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Auction.
Paris Hill Library Association will be
W. S. Jackson and C. P. Harden are
held at ·'! o'clock v. m., on Thursday,
painting their buildings.
Here and There.
Uall.
Memorial
Mrs. Geo. D. Robertson and daughter
August 29th, at ilamlin
It is necessary to have a full attendance
Miriam of South Paris are expected to
other
for
officers
and
of
the
election
for
make a visit of several days this week
John D. Rockefeller's physician rebusiness.
with friends in town.
late· that some years ago Mr. Rocke8
for
rounder
exercise*
The
arranged
Mrs. Abbie Farnum Hook recently
feller was a very sick man, but that he
Memorial
Hamlin
held
at
will
be
her relatives here for two weeks.
recovered his health by taking an abso- Day
Mr. Henry Kicker of Hartford wan visited
at 3 o'clock p. m., on Wednesday,
Hall
Miss Pearl Davie of Ashland, Mass., is
lute vacation. He further says that Mr.
with paralysis Saturday morn■tricken
28'h. Prof. Ε A. Daniels, Mr.
for two
Rockefeller's absence from business cost August
the 17tb inst., and died Wednesday the guest of Mrs. Susan Claflin
Loren B. Merrill, Dr. Chas. G. Ames and ing,
him tive million dollars, but adds the
70 years. Mr. Ricker was weeks.
aged
morning,
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will make
Judge Packard and wife of Baltimore,
peculiar statement, "but he did not re- brief addresses and an orchestra will a son of Deacon Cyrus "Ricker of BartHe leaves a widow and four chil- Maryland, are guests at William Cookford.
gret it." Well, would you expect any
will
be
give good music. The library
man with a spark of common sense, rich
dren, one daughter, Mrs. Laura Murch son's.
to visitors for an hour preceding
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ricker are visiting
of this place, and three sons, KoscoeG.
beyond the dreams of avarice, to regret open
be
the
Should
the
exercises.
stormy
day
of weeks with their son,
the exchange of Ave million dollars for
of Turner, Carroll H. of Boston, and Les- for a couple
the programme will be carried out at
The funeral Arthur E. Ricker, at Falmouth.
his health''
ter, who is at home.
in West Paris post
Academy Hall. A most cordial invita- service occurred on Friday afternoon
letters
Advertised
tion is extended to all.
was attended by members of Even- office:
and
And speaking of illness, it is said that
At the annual meeting of the Golf
Cyrue Cole.
Star Lodge, No. 147, P. and A. M.,
the health of H. H. Rogers, the second Club last Wednesday the following offi- ing
L. A. Gouily.
of which Mr. Ricker was a
of
this
place,
Mies Louise Houmle.
most conspicuous figure in Standard Oil, cers for the ensuing year were elected:
charter member and past master, having
the
has been impaired by
twenty-nine
President—Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker.
was
been made a mason while the lodge
Bryant's Pond.
Secretory—Helen R. Cole.
million dollar tine imposed upon the
Treasurer— P. F. Ripley.
working under a dispensation from the
Mies Grace Mountfort of Boston is
first
intimation
is
the
Tbat
corporation.
ami Graud
secretory
Manage;»—'Tho president,
Lodge. Mr. Ricker was a man of passing her vacation here witb her
that has been made that Mr. Rogers treasurer, ti officio, and Mise Gertrude M.
character, kindly disposition mother, Mrs. Loanza Mountfort.
cared a whit what the law is or what it Β own, Misa Clara C· Case, Miss Julia K. Carier sterling
and respected by all. The many Buckand Mr. Chas. K. Mathewson.
Cyrus P. Berry ie finishing the cardoes.
Mrs. Edward L. Parris, Miss Marion field friends extend their sympathy to penter work on C. H. Berry's houee.
McAllister is
Norman
Parris and Edward L. Parris, Jr., arriv- the members of this family.
moving to
When there is nothing else for excite- ed last week and
An event of more than local interost1 Portland, where he has a position as
opened their summer
some
weddiscover
ment, the authorities
hack driver.
home here. Mr. Parris is expected a was the celebration of the sixtieth
Japanese taking pictures of one of our little later.
ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Chas ' tiibbs Wyman and wife of Abington,
one
since
hill
otf
now
is
on
the
several
home
It
at
their
fort·.
days
On account of the threatening weather B. Atwood
Mass., were in town Wednesday.
was reported.
Dr. Deering went to the Maine General
in the morning, many from this village Tuesday, the 20th. Mr. and Mrs. At-,
Atwood
Mrs.
born
both
were
here,
wood
who were planuing to attend the grove
Hospital Monday for treatment.
the
been
B.,
formerly Emily
There was a slight accident on the
having
Summer guests at Old Orchard in mass meeting at Bryant Pond, did not go.
were
Grand Trunk Wednesday night oppoKev. Charles G. Ames, D. D., of Bos- daughter of Joshua Irish. There
meeting resolve that the hotels at that
the
of
members
family
at
twenty-three
a
site Mann's storehouse. One car was
guest
and all other resorts should be fireproof ton, who, with Mrs. Ames, is
the pulpit at the present, representing four generations. derailed. The Gorham wrecking crew
building·. Very good; but who do they The Beeches, occupied
To Mr. and Mrs. Atwood have been born had the car 011 the raile again about midthink could afford to pay the rat· s which Universalis church last Sunday, preachsix children, only two of whom survive, night.
would have to be charged at » fireproof ing a very able sermon on the theme,
Fred II. Atwood, who is postmaster at
Ed Stover, foreman at the corn shop,
"The Fatherhood of God."
summer hotel?
Falls, and Edwin F. Atwood, has been in town this week making
Ralph Uallett, of Boston, is the guest Rumford
Furniture
Co.
the
Carleton
is
with
who
of relatives at Paris Hill.
everything ready for starting up, which
to be
There bas been a lot of complaint be
will be about the tenth of September.
At the golf tournament Saturday the of Portland, and who was unable
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood have
cauae the dirt didn't fly faster at Panama. winners were Miss Julia Carter and Mr. present.
Edward S. Crockett of Boston was in
the
in
But now it seems that they have been Boone,
four
living
towu,
grandchildren
Mrs. Brown and Mr.
town Monday to visit the place of his
defeating
making the dirt fly so much faster thaD Knickerbocker in the tinale. The tea children of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Moore, birth. His father run the hotel here six
whom have families, aod an almost
it was estimated tbat they are using up was
here in 1871 to
years, moving from
given by Mrs. Thayer and Mrs. all of
more than the appropriation for this Pierce and on account of the rain the daily sight is to see Mr. Atwood driving
Whitefleld, Ν. Π. Edward S. is now a
year. Now it will be in ohier to com- guests were invited to Elmhurst, where about town with some one of his great- lawyer on Beacon Street, Boston.
his
plain of the extravagance at Panama.
The Universalist grove meeting Wedthe tea was served to about fifty. The grandchildren by bis side. Since
Mr. Atwood has been engaged
score of the tournament was as follows: marriage
nesday was apparently enjoyed by all.
in the grocery business. In I860, he The day was cool and while the attendMiss H. Cole and Mr. F. Shaw beat Mise J.
There seems to be poetic justice in the
moved to Portland, remaining there tive ance was not up to that of former years,
and Mr. O. Daniels, up.
fact that the man in Camden who bad to Cole
Miss Carter and Mr. Boone beat Mrs. Boone
afterward moving to Auburn and those who were present pronounced it
years,
for
a
second
ap and Dr. Mann, 1 up, 12 holes.
operation
undergo
returning to Bucktield where he one of the most interesting meetings
finally
Mis*
TCase
beat
and
Mr.
tbat
C.
Miss
a
which
revealed
Thompson
sponge
pendicitie,
has since lived and carried on business. ever held in this old grove. The singing
Brown and Mr Eastiutn, 5 up, S to play.
was sewed up inside him at the first
Miss Carter and Mr Boone beat Mise H. Cole The anniversary was an informal affair
All partook of a
was most excellent.
and Mr Κ Shaw, 1 up. 11 holes.
operation, was himself a physician.
and a picnic dinner was served on the picnic dinner, with hot coffee served by
Miss Thompson and Mr. F. C. Case beat Miss
Mrs.
and
Mr.
lawn.
Atwood, though the local parish. J. H. Barrows of
Leupp and Mr. Ja<*ob. 1 up.
Mrs. Brown anil Mr. Knickerbocker beat Miss
Probably it ia safe to say that one of
among the oldest people of the village Bethel presided. At the morning meetMr. II. Glbbs, 1 up, 11 holes.
the youngest in
are
the beet hated men in the country died Uallett and
in
among
years,
ing Mr. Miller of Massachusetts spoke.
Miss D. Case ami Judge Potter beat Mrs.
the other day in the person of Robert A Jacob and Mr. Hallett.S up, 2 to pltv.
spicit and nowhere can be found a more In the afternoon remarks were made by
Mise Carter and Mr. Boone I teat Miss Thompand sprightly couple. May the Messrs. Goold of Portland, Ward of AlaPinkerton, the bead of the Pinkerton
genial
and Mr. t\ C. Case, 5 up, 4'to play.
rest as lightly upon them bama,
detective agency. Yet the fact that be son
Mr·. Brown and Mr Knickerbocker heat Miss coming years
Hoyt of Hiram and Knickerbocker
was such was not entirely to hi· dis- D. Case and Judge Potter, 3
as have the past is the wish of their of Paris Hill.
up, 1 to play.
Mrs.
Brown
Miss Carter and Mr. Boone Wat
credit.
many friends.
William H. Pearson, a resident of
and Mr. Knickerbocker, 2 up, 1 to play.
Harley Rawson and wife are at Fort Hamlin's Grant, passed away early SunHaw
son
is
where
Mr.
of
William H. Hathaway
playing day morning, Aug. 18th, after an illness
Berkeley, Fairfield
Those intereets which see behind the
California, and Edwin F. Fobee of Lex- ball for the remain<ler of the season.
of nearly a year. The town and comfalling market in Wail Street the figure
the
Hill
afternoon
Sumner
Gov.
at
the
were
Thursday
Mass.,
guests
munity have lost a good citizen. His
of President Roosevelt and his policies, ington,
team defeated a team from Paris in home had been on this one
homestead
ball
Perham
recently.
place, known
and hope to see him "let up on the
a score of as the
a an eleven inning game
will
The
Universalist
Circle
by
Β irtlett farm, for nearly
give
Sylvanus
corporation·," find small comfort in the varied entertainmeut at
Academy Hall eleven to ten.
05 years, his father moving to it from
president'· speech at Provincetown last
will be disLuther Irish and family of West Paris, Parie in 1842. In 1801 Mr. Pearson
week. In that he unequivocally declares Friday eveniug. Dodgers
Rumford
Irish
of
Lewis
tributed later in the week announcing Mr. and Mrs.
entered the army as a member of the
that there will be no step backward in
Falls and Allen Irish of Bath spent Sun- old Tenth Maine. He was a member of
the entertainment.
his policy. By those powerful intereets
A.
Irish.
Dr.
H.
of
with
Mise
Kennebunk,
Thompson
day
A. M. Whitman Post, Jefferson Lodge
which are opposed to his policy, Rooseand Mrs. Cusbing of Turner, and James
Camp Indigestion at North Pond has of Masons aud Franklin Grange. Mr.
velt is declared to be bringing a crisis
week
the
arrivals
of
Boston
are
receut
been
by
past
occupied
during
Pearson was a well read man and always
and disaster upon the country. It may Thompson
at Elmhurst.
parties from this plact».
took a deep interest in town and national
be that he ia damaging "business" as
Frank Washburn, carrier of Route No.
The Baptist Sunday School will hold
politics. He had served as selectman
much as is asserted. But if the adminits annual picnic at Streaked Mountain 2, R. F. D., is epeuding his vacation ou and had been a candidate of hie party
istration'· programme of law enforce3(Jth. All intending to go Cape Cod, substitute Frank Berry taking for the legislature. His wife, who surment is as disastrous to legitimate busi- Friday, Aug.
the church his place.
are requested to be at
vives him, was Ella M. Moore. The
ness as is represented, we must have
Free transportaMrs. Clough and daughter of Nashua, funeral was held at the house Tuesday
at 9 o'clock.
some extremely vicious laws on the stat- promptly
Parsons.
of
Merritt
the
are
tion for the Sunday School scholars only. Ν. H.,
guests
afternoon attended by Rev. F. E. Barton
ute book.
A party of G. A. R. men attended a of Fairfield.
All are invited to attend.
At Academy Hall on Tuesday after- reunion of Co. C of the 8th Saine and
A correspondent of the Democrat sug- noon and evening, Aug. 27tb, the Ladies' Co. F of the 9th Maine at West Sumner
West Bethel.
!
gests that: "In the light of recent de- Baptist Circle will hold theii annual Thursday.
"The Lord's eternal altars are the hills,
velopmenta, Gov. Cobb's alleged toast mid-summer sale. At their fancy table \ Ike Shaw is at home from Fort Myers, Λ nit now t*at goMen heart m I summer reign»,
must have had reference to some of the will be found a good variety of useful Fla., where he spends the winters.
They rise nbove the billowy leagues of plain»
the quickening dew that dawn disbad places in Bangor."
and ornamental articles. The apron
Miss Iva Gardner has returned from Fresh with
tills."
table will bave a good line of fancy Rangeley, where she has been employed
1
dust bags, holders, etc. A fine during the summer.
Postmaster-General Meyer is consider- aprons,
"The wind Uluwe off the shore today
table of home-made candies in charge of j
The annual meeting of the Sumner
Ami ulcnlcx arc In style,
ing certain proposed changes in the our New York
friends, also a coffee and Bucktield Veterans' Association will i
Anil all who can will «et away :
postal system of the United States, and table, where
The wind blow» off the shore to-dayand bo held here Wednesday, the 28th. There
souvenir
cups
strange as it may seem to those who saucers will pretty
Rut editors at home roust stay
fb given with each cup of ; will be a business session in the morning
And get out news—the while
have noted the tendency of the poet
afternoon.
table
will
be
in
the
coffee
sold.
children's
The
a
and
meeting
wind blows off the shore to-day
public
The
office department in recent years, none
And picnics are In ftyle."
and you will find sunattractive,
very
an
ininvolves
of the proposed changes
Waterford.
East
bonuets for your best dolly. Do not
The drouth is becoming severe.
crease of rates on any class of mail matIsaac Wood and Robinson Fairbanks
forget to treat your friends and yourself
A butter famine has struck West
ter.
a
dish
This
the
a
and
a
at
to
of
cream.
is
ice
place of Boston spent
day
Bethel.
m
night
to buy Aug. 27tb, if at no other time. Pride Brothers' last week.
Some farmers are still engaged in hayThe Rev. William J. Long, styled a A fancy cake table will also invite your
Mr. and Mrs. Frontier and two chil- ing.
"nature faker" by President Roosevelt patronage. Please come and bring your dren of Massachusetts, who came in an
Miss Eva Glines has employment in
in a magazine article recently, published friends. No admission in the afternoon. auto to visit Mrs. Frontier's grandmother the Bethel News office.
an open letter to the president, in which Doora open at 2:30 o'clock.
In the in Harrison, called on her great uncle, J.
Miss Ethel L. Allen has gone back to
he asserted that the president had been evening there will be an entertainment W. Atherton, and G. A. Miller.
her place of work in Brookline, Mass.
called
for
unfair
to
and
him.
with the following programme:
unjust and
S. S. Hall and family drove to Oxford
Daniel A. Glines and daughter Eva
reparation. Not only did he not get the 1. < irchestra.
Saturday, returning Monday.
recently visited in Gorham.
a
later
the
in
but
on
the
state
road
president
Work
reparation,
Piano solo—selected,
began Monday.
L. D. G rover and wife are entertainMiss Alice Fernald, Portland.
article reiterate· his declaration of the
A. C. Bean has returned to Togus ing his sister, Mrs. Sarah W. Brown.
3. Vocal solo—selected,
errors in Mr. Long's nature stories. And
is
as
will
remain
he
where
he
Some much needed repairs are being
probably
Miss Annie Weeks, Portland.
at the same time other students of na- 4. Rea«lliitf.
in failing health.
made in the school house in this village.
Horace Roberts, Block Island Orchestra.
M re. Rebecca Haggett of this place,
ture, admittedly authorities, are getting
Miss Pansie Walker of Norway village
K'iberts and Nelson, the mmlcil Rube*. In
into the game, and they jump on Mr.
Frank Stone of Boston, and Mr. and is visiting her aunt, Mrs. A. P. Mason.
a musics 1 act.introducing numerous Instrument'.
Long juat as surely, even if not with the
Vocal solo,
Mrs. w. IT. Week·". Portland. Mrs. Wilbur Pride of Norway Lake visitMrs. Flora Lary is a clerk in the DenMr. Ν Ilea Nelson. ed Mrs. Martha Pride
same brutality of rhetoric, as did the
7." Trombone solo,
Thursday.
nison store, and an assistant in the post
8. Brlndlsl (Drinking song)....Enrico Caruso
G. L. Stevens is building an addition office.
president.
9. Ave Maria (Bach Gouno-I),
Mme. Emma Eames. to his barn under which he is digging a
Mr. and Mrs. Harry N. Mills and two
10. Orchestra
cellar.
children of Gorham, Ν. Π., have been
Experts figure tbat the world's stock 11. Jesus de Nazareth (Gounod), Pol Pltncon.
her
of
is
with
Maude
Mixer
Norway
of anthracite coal will last 200 years, and 12. It la Better to Laugh Than Be Sighing.
visiting bis parents in this village.
Mme. Ernestine Schumann Helnk. grandmother, Mrs. Pride, for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farwell and chilits stock of soft coal perhaps 4000. So
and
two
A
moe
bourne
chilMrs.
Chad
dren of Cambridge, Mass., have been enit will be several generations before the Doors open at 7:30, entertainment at 7:45.
of Hallowell are at William H. joying a vacation of two weeks witb his
people will need to worry about the im- Admission 25 cents; children nnder 12, dren
Chad bourne'8.
mediate future in the matter of fuel; 15 cents.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Farwell.
G. L. Stevens and wife visited in PortThe man with a family to support and
and as we are just beginning to learn the
Denmark.
land recently.
resource· of this world of ours, it is
everything to buy excepting what a
A. J. Haskell is working for H. 0. small garden may produce, is wondering
Mr. Leou H. Ingalls has been appointprobable that before the coal is exhaustwhere the money is coming from to pay
ed, something to take its place will br ed collector of taxes and constable by Rolfe in his mill.has
W. A. Emery
gone to Portland to the cost of living.
discovered, and the world will still move the selectmen and assessors of Denmark
work.
As an illustration of the truth of the
to fill the vacancy caused by the death
on.
Charles Gammon has gone on the road old saying: "It is the early bird that
of Ernest H. Ingalls.
1
The grange at Auburn discussed the
catches the worm," B. R. Briggs of this
Air. Fred Sanborn ta moving his steam with a meat cart.
"automobile terror" at some length at a mill from Pumpkin Valley to Baldwin.
place won a large and elegant atlas by
West Lovell.
recent meeting. Some of the facetiou*
The body of Mr. Moses L. Sandborn
being first to solve a prize nuzzle In the
wife have
Alexander Laroque and
Grangers suggested blinders and ear was brought to this place Saturday from
July number of the Portland Transcript.
pads for horses, to which another broth- Lexington, Mans., for interment in tLo moved home from North Stow and will The volume weighs nine pounds. Price
ia
who
believed
the
who
horses
care
for
eon
Walter
unable
were
altheir
not
er,
$8.00.
family lot.
together to blame, moved an amendment
Repairs at the corn shop are bein^ to work.
to provide the blinders and ear pads for made for the annual
Hatch
and
wife
visited
their
J.
daughpack.
Brownfield.
driver·. Some one else thought that it
The Ladies' Circle had a baked hen η ter, Mrs. John Kimball, quite lately.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Linscott of Boswould be a good ρ an to have a law supper at Grange Hall Wednesday evenSchool commenced Tuesday,
Mise
ton are visiting their parents, Mr. and
Alice Heald, teacher. 14 Scholars.
pawed to allow automobiles along coun- ing, which was largely attended.
D. P. Lord and wife of Lovell village Mrs. R. Linscott.
try roads only during certain hours of
Rev. Willard H. Pluinmer and wife are
Thursday, E. L. Frink of Portland
his cousins last Sunday.
the day so that the women might know visiting friends in town for a few
days. visited
when it would be safe to go out, but
Daniel M. Fox of Lynn, Mass., is visit- made a flying visit to his old home at J.
L. Frink's.
Oxford.
after everything had been talked over it
ing relatives in the place.
Rev. Dr. Tarr and family, who have
Alexander Laroque has bought a span
appeared to bt> the opinion of the maAlbert V. "îaton and wife of Maiden,
been spending their vacation among
jority that the matter will be adjusted Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Morris of horses.
most quickly
and
Mr. Chester Eastman, wife and child, friends in Rockport, Mass., bave returnsatisfactorily by Clark.
ed to their home, and their many friends
having patience with the horse, and in
Miss Mary McCrone has returned to were in the place Tuesday.
are glad to welcome them back again.
time training the animal to lose its fear Boston.
J. L. Frink Is still suffering from
West Buckfield.
of the automobile.
Mrs. Walter Dawes of Auburn is here
Horatio Flagg died Aug. 15tb, aged 69 eczema in his face.
for a short time.
Mr. Horaoe Smith and wife have gone years, of hemorrhage of the orain.
The handsome new drinking fountain
j Funeral
Aug. 17th. Rev. A. W. Pottle
Mr. J. R. Libby of Portland, who is
recently presented to the city of Port- to Lisbon,.
Charles
Durel!
preached the funeral sermon at 2 o'clock well known to the people of Browufield
U at home.
land by the National Humane alliance
There were no services at the Meth- Saturday. He leaves a widow, who is through his large department store, will
has now been set in its position on ConStreet by railroad square and is in odist and Advent churches Sunday, Rev., almost helpless from rheumatism, six speak at the Congregational cbureh
children, Charles H. of Portland, John Sept. 1, at 7:30 p. u. He Is a business
peration. Mr. Seaver, secretary of Mr. Snow being absent.
Quite a number are attending the Ad- E. of Buckfield, Mrs. Agnes Fogg, wtfth man and will speak on a business topic.
jciety, has taken a good deal of inwhom be made his home, Mrs. Annie I All are cordially Invited, and a special
terest ia the preparation of this gift and vent campmeeting at Mechanic Falls.
Rev. Mr. Newport attended the fu- V. Gatchell of Turner, Mrs. Amanda I Invitation Is extended to the men. At
the structura has been made of polished ;
granite of a shade especially to harmon- neral of Mrs. Waterhouse at Harris Hill Cummings and Mra. Alice Smith of! the morning service Dr. Tarr will preaoh ;
Bnokfiald.
u usual.
ise with its attractive surroundings.
Tuesday.
en.

j

<

|

..

E
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ANCIENT TRADES UNION.

WMt Sumner.
Bethel
W. X. Doble made a trip to Canton
Mr. Elmer Young bu purchased of
the M. T. Ctom heir* the lot end remain- Tuesday.
Geo. B. Pulslfer went to Boaton Moning building· which joined the store occupied by Ο. M. Purbusb, which wu day.
Mr. and Mra. Carl Dnnham and eon
burned lut winter. It is expected a fine
Raymond have gone to North Paria to
block will be built upon the site.
Mr. Charles Demeritt has bought a spend a week.
Mra. Llewellyn Heald of Samner Bill,
farm in Oxford.
from the
Tuesday afternoon the W. C. T. U. who baa recently returned
met with Mrs. Ernest Cross, and at the Hebron sanatorium, was here Thursclose of an interesting meeting a picnic day. Her many friends are glad to see
so muoh improved in health.
supper was served upon the beautiful her
The hostess was assisted by her
daughter Florence. The charming view
of mountain and meadow, combined
with the generous hospitality of the
hostess, made it a day to be long remembered by the ladies present.
Thursday afternoon the Ladiee' Club
met with Mrs. F. B. Tuell and the
treasurer reported more than 9200 as the
proceeds of the ohurch fair.
Thursday evening the young people
of the Universalist church assisted by a
few friends gave a very pleasing concert
when the following
programme was
lawn.

rendered :

Quartette, Thï Miller's Wooing,
Misses Gibson, Barton, Andrews and Mrs.
Edwards.
Reading, Selected,
M1sh Lucy Drew.
Mandolin duet,
Messrs. Wlnslow and Purington.
Vocal Solo, Selected.
Miss Agnes Barton.
Reading, Selected,
M Us Drew.

Vocal

Solo, Rhapsodie Hongroise,
Miss Elsie Hall.
Solo, Love Me and the World Is Mine,

Vocal

Duet, Love in May,

Piano

Jane Howard Gibson.
Misses Carter.

Reading, Selected,

Miss

Drew.

Vocal Solo, Selected,
Miss Barton.
Mandolin Duet,
Messrs. Wlnslow and Purlngton.

The programme was followed by a dance
and ice cream and cake were on sale.
A large and appreciative audience was
present and much credit is due Miss
Elsie Hall, who was in a great measure
responsible for its euccess.
Rev. F. E. Barton, formerly pastor of
is visiting
the
Universalist church,
friends and former parishioners.
Mrs. Lizzie Houghton of Portland has
been the guest of Mr. Seth Walker and
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason.
Mr. Harry Mason is visiting bis sister,
Mrs. T. F. Hastings.
Mr. Clintou Metcalf and family are
visiting Mrs. Metcalfe father, Mr. Seth
Walker.
Mr. Ernest Walker is enjoying a vacation.
The library benefit to be given by Mrs.
A. E. Herrick, the Universalist fair, and
the reoital to be given by the pupils of
Mrs. George Burnham's music class are
all booked for next Thursday, and yet
people call Bethel slow? !
Born, Aug. 2*2, to the wife of Mr. Earl

Barker,

Pewtoror·, Whioh
of Master· Only.
Unlike the trades union# of today.
of olden
ι he Couipuny of Pewterers
of the masters
! Laos whs composed
and disobedience of the rule* was
<

ΓΗ· Company
Wm

)uly,

•uni ;hed with a vigor far exceeding
luything of the kind at the preseut

on

after which he had to produce
Ills "essay" pieces under certain test
■onditlons, aud only after these pieces
authorities
/ been approved by the
\>i the craft was he allowed his freelorn and permitted to register his private "touch" at the company's hall
rears,

mid set up as a master pewterer.
The company was uot content merely
to pars upon the work of a craftsman,
but came very near regulating the

minor details of his life. The penalty
a helper
very heavy for employing
who hud not- served a regular apprenas
ticeship. and any master so daring
a foreigner was fined £10,
to
was

Magazine.

CONFECTIONERY.
The Sugar Plum le the Moot Anolent
Kind of Sweetmeat.
The most ancient kind of sweetmeat is the sugar plum. It was the
Invention of Julius Dragatus, a noted
Roman linker and confectioner, who
belonged to the family of Fabius. According to an authority on ancient
history. It wns in 177 B. C. that he
made the tfreat discovery which for

highest

twenty centuries has done so much
damage to teeth.
These bonbons, called dragatl, after
their inventor (dragées in French), remained the exclusive privilege of the
or
family of Fabius. But at the birth
a great
that
of
one
family
of
marriage
distribution of dragatl took place as a
still
sl£ii of rejoicing. The custom Is
observed by many of the nobility of
Europe.
Burned almonds are purely of French
origin, owing their inception to the
gluttony of a certain French merchant.
One day Murshal Duplessls-Pralin, an
old gourmet, sent for Lassagne, who
had already indented many a toothsome dainty, to concoct a new bonbon
for him. Lassagne searched, reflected,
combined, until finally he conceived a
delicious Ixuibon. which he baptised

condition.
Aug. 20, born to the wife of E. L.
a son.

Henry Berry of Elyria, Neb.,
in the Baptist churoh last Sun-

preached

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Parlin and two
children of Sumner Hill spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Small.
H«lipnn

aeon.

Dr. Crane

Greenwood.

was

here

from

Squirrel

Island over Sunday and baptized several
If tbo grove meeting at Bryant's Pond candidates.
bar! been one day earlier or later, fine
There was a very pleasant family reweather and a much larger congregation union at Mrs. Ella Bearce's on Thursday
would have been the result; an it was a of last week.
Among those present
shower in the morning with the prospect were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cushman with
of more rain caused many to stay at two children; Mr. and Mrs. Warren
home; consequently the meeting was Hanecom and two children from New
sparingly attended. We missed two York; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Marshall and gloriously after the name of his maspersons who were present during the daughter; Mr. Charles Marshall and ter, praline, the French for burned
two previoue meetings, but who will Miss Alma Merrill.
almonds.—Pearson's Weekly.
no
little
meet there
Perham and

more—Ex-Governor
Pearson. Still thero
were quite a number of old friends and
relatives present, one in particular, Mr.
Àlbion P. Bowker, whom we are always
glad to see and who furnished us with a
good dinner. Also one other man, Mr.
Samuel Dunham of West Paris, a distant
relative, and although be has rounded
out his foursoore years be does not look
so old by a full decade at jeast.
During the noon recess a lady gave us
Boston Daily Globo of
a copy of the
August 21, containing 16 pages and full
of matter, such as the latest news, editorials, charcoal pictures, and no end of
advertisements. But what was of special
interest to ourself is an article entitled,
"Laying of Cornerstone of Pilgrim
Monument Draws Immense Crowds to
Cape Cod Village." Standing on the
spot where the monument is to be erected, a little more than half a century ago,
we know very well bow the sandbeaps
look, or at least bow they did at that
time.
The paper devotee nearly a column of
comment to the President's address on
the occasion, and seems to And nothing
in it to condemn. Here are two paragraphs from "Editorial Points:"
"The cornerstone of the Provincetown
monument was laid yesterday, and the
day before work on the Cape Cod canal
was actually begun.
Great days for the

Cape!"

"The barb of the big fishhook, known
to geography as Cape Cod, was baited
with a lot of big men yeeterday."
After the canal above referred to is
completed, possibly some wag will dub
the point of land cut off, Fishhook Island, since an island it will then be, just
a»
Africa became an island when the
Snez canal was built, and as South
America will be when Uncle Sam's big
ditch is
completed. Great are the
achievements of man, but yet he cannot
perform the impossbile as bis failure to
reach and climb the North Pole plainly
demonstrates.
If the old adage that truth is stranger
than Action has ever been doubted it
probably never will be again after reading the brief history of two persons who
will accomplish their purpose after the
lapse of 80 years unless the irony of fate
steps in and defeats the object in view.
And the long wished for and novel event
is to materialize on the 20th of the
present month. Since the whole narrative is brief we will send it all in, including the photographs, knowing the editors
will be glad to use it, as nothing like it
probably has transpired in modern
times.
Miss Mary Brooks, who has been at
work for Mrs. Pelt of Woodstock for the
past year, is now at ber former home on
a week's vacation.
She made a pleasant
call at the Bennett place recently.
The widow Cobb is again on the sick
list and has telephoned for a physician.
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
Leon Brooks of Paris on the safe arrival
of another boy in his family.
Rain wanted; crops are wilting and
forest treee turning yellow for the want
of moistnre.
East Brownfleld.
Last Thursday, eighteen consisting of
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney, Mrs. Mansfield,
Mrs. Ethel Stickney and son Whitman,
Mies Isabel Stickney, Mrs. Gertrude
Stnvens Leavitt and family, Mrs. Will
Jrbnson and family, Rev. Fred Day and
J. L. Rowe went to Fryeburg-on-Saco
where tbey were welcomed moet cordially by Mr. and Mrs. Tarbox and friends,
who had kindly thrown open their cottage for the comfort of the party. After
a bounteous lunch on the banks of the
old Saco, the afternoon was spent in
ρ aying games and social intercourse.
the station to the
The trips from
grounds and return were made by horse
care, which was quite a novelty, especially when the car left the track, as it did
at the corner of Main and Elm Streets.
No damage was done, however.
Mr. and Mrs. Eagan of Boston were
entertained at Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney's
last week.
Mrs. Augusta Whitney has returned
from Hiram.
Mrs. Clara Stiokney of Hampton, N.
H., is at the Stickney homestead.
Mrs. Eben Rounds is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Maraton, who live· in
Conway, Ν. H.
Rev. Fred Day of PittaSeld, Vt., is at
home for a few days.

North Waterford.

Mrs. A. B. Washburn visited Mr·.
Henry Proctor a few days last week.
Emily Knight walked to the Gibba
cottage where she is making a visit.
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Trefetnen and three
obildren from Wilton are staying at "The
Playhouse" at Bisbeetown. They came
in their anto, a distance of about fifty·
one mile·.
They take their meals with
Mrs. Fred Hazelton.
has started ont driving
Gammon
Chas.
a meat cart.
There was a danoe at I. 0. 0. F. Hall

Saturday night.

Mrs. Fred Littleflfeld and two children
visited her parents, Mr. and Mr·. G. E.

Farmer.

Mr·. Sidney Hatch visited
Page'· Saturday.

at Parria

Rumford Point.
Rev. Ezra A. Hoyt of Beverly, Mas·.,
will preach In the Universaliat oburch at
Bnmford Point on Sunday, September 1,
it 10:46 ▲. M·

Doris Hibbs, one of Alton Hibbs'
twin daughters, is very sick.
The teachers for the fall schools
Hebron are:
Sndom—Alma M. Merrill.
Brighton Hill—Florence Corlli».
Alders—Gertrude V. Conant.
Village—Delia K. Locke.
Center—Kate E. Merrill.

Henry

The Old Time Stagecoach.
In 17tW there were, strange as It
seems, only six stagecoaches running
in all England, and of course these
were the only public vehicles for travelers. Even these were a novelty, and

in

Nelson—AltccC. Whitman.
Mountain Avenue—Myra K. Wood.

person named John Crosset thought
were such a dangerous innovation
that lie wrote a pamphlet against them.
"These coachees." be wrote, "make
geutiomen come to Loudon ii[>ou every
small occasion, which otherwise they
would not do except Ufton urgent necessity. Nay, the convenlency of the
often
passage makes their wives come
such long
up, who rather than come
on horseback would stay at
a

they

Mrs. A. 6. Bowman and son Herbert
went to. Bath Thursday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Morris Wing·
Mrs. Joslyn and daughter of Portland
have been visiting her sister, Mrs. Ella
Bearce.
Mr. Joel Foster is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Allen, in Lewiston.

Lovell.
Jessie A. Chapman is visiting at South Journeys
home. Then when they come to town
Paris for a few days.
Dr. E. C. Andrews of North Anson is they must be in the wade, get flue
in town stopping at Ο. E. Andrews'.
clothes, go to plays aud treats and by
W. 0. Brown and wife have returned these means get such a habit of idleto Jackson, Ν. II., and C. C. G. Rey- ness aud love of pleasure that they are
nolds and wife to Boston.
uneasy Hfter."
Mrs. F. 'V. Dallinger and children
have returned from a visit to her brothThe Chameleon Goshawk.
er, Dr. Fred C. Russell, at Newbury, Vt.
I know no bird which pause* through
Dr. Hubbard and family have returned
color
from their cottage at the lake.
bo ninny changes of plumage and
Dr. H. C. Stearns of Haverhill, Ν. H., of rye* as the goshawk. A young one

and family uave been here on a visit.
Mrs. Stearns and son returned by train,
and the doctor went in his automobile
accompanied by G. W. Walker. Dr.
; Stearns has sold out in Haverhill and
1
bought a residence in Concord, Ν. H.,
I where they will now reside.
E. C. Walker and family of Bridgton
have been here a week.
John Joscelyn is at work at Harrison
and his wife and daughter are visiting
there.
(
A new hard wood door has been laid
in the grocery department of True,
Walker <& Hoald's store at the village.
I Willard Knight is doing some car! pentering work for C. H. Brown at the

which I have mounted Is about the size
of a small hen and Is covered with
white down. Ills eyes are pale blue.
I colored the eyes exactly from life.
When fully grown, the first plumage
I» dark brown above and the eyes are
pain yellow. No one would Ihj likely
to suspect this being a goshawk who
Later It
had seen only adult birds.
changes to the dark slaty blue of the
adult, and the eye, after passing
through all the Intermediate changes
In color from stray yellow, orange yellow ami pink, finally assumes the deep
rich red of the adult. I know no other
hawk, adds Manly Hurdy, writing In

1

I

village.

of

Fogg, tbo new superintendent
the corn shop, has taken charge.

Mark

Forest and Stream,
the gi>shawk.

so

—

8ur· Proof.
"Is Klflpdndle truthful?"
"Well, he confesses that he covered
ils head the other night and didn't
in re get out of l>ed when he thought
ie hoard α burglar In the house."—D·*
roit News.

North Paris.

Ida LIttlehale from Bethel is at home.

Will Grover went to Stoneham recently and Mrs. Grover's father, Mr. McAllister, of Lovell, returned with him.
Ε. E. Field has bought three cows,
Sam Keene two and Frank Littlehale

one.

Mr. Douglass is working for Will
Grover.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field and family
attended the Universalist grove meeting
Wednesday at Bryant's Pond.

Still Hi* Daughter.
Old Gotr.ix
But If ray daughter
nnrrles you. will sho have all the
■οιjforts to which she has been ac—

<

lustoiued?

Young Doltroque—Well, It

vil! Iw» your fault If sb· hasn't.—Chi·
is an expression as old as the race. No
doubt the rising and setting of the sun < ago News.
Is the most regular performance In the
universe, unless it is the action of the
The truert marlt of being born with
liver and bowels when regulated with
resit qualities Is being bora without
'
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Guaranteed

by F. ▲. Shortleff A

Co.

for that is what

are

we

doing.

·1 ην/.—Bocbafoucauld.

on

A

of our

0
MEN'S TROUSERS, YOUTHS' AND CHILDREN'S SI ITS
At
Liberal Reductions.

We

goods,

few cases of new fall
few of the new fall suits.

receiving a

are

fall hats and

a

If you do not want SUMMER GOODS,
to fill your wants from the new goods.

we are

in

a

position

F. H. NOYES CO.
(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

Norway.

SOROSIS
Boots, Pumps and Oxfords.
We have a full line of Sorosie Shoes, In Boots, Pumps an«i Oxford*, all kinds
.ν» and
Patent, Gun Metal and Vic), all styles and the price ι»

of Leather.

right here they are the best goods made to-day f r die prict
acknowledged by all shoe manufacturers in every part of the uotry.
The makers of the Sorosis use the best stock, have the best ntyle lastn. Lave
the best workmen, are the most particular in the construction of their -h ^s
We are aware tint
make the beet goods that caD be made for 93.00 and ?4.00.
these are strong statements but they are facts wo know whereof w>· s| ak.
Ladies you will have comfort, a perfect fit, the right style and *ave money if
in this vicinity.
you buy Sorosie Shoes. We control the sale of them

♦4.00, and let

us

say

This is

<·

Company,

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe
Opera

House Block,

Norway, Maine

Tolophono 118-8.

l/MM>

LdLjO

during the last two weeks of July twenty
calls for competent office help, and could supply only six, owing to tu. fa t that
h better proof of the value of our course f study
our graduates are all placed,
32-44
needed? Send for our 48 page 1007 catalog.
We had at our Portland office

SHAW, President.

F. L.

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags.
When you
trunk

or

go on

suit

case

a
your vacation you will tier I
I have a large assortment <>i

both and my prices will please you.
extra good trade in a suit case for $2.00.

Ol

I have

TMorway.

M!ain St.,

Strongest Faculty, Largest Attendance,

Finest Location and

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 9, I907.

^

an

FAVOR, &WUUCKf"

JAMES N.

Equipment.

Allow ue to arrange a course for you ami after graduation place you Ια λ ponltlou.
Three Hundred ami Twenty ca!U for help the pant year we could only supply IM.
Tho 1907 Cataloguée arc now ready, send for one. Addrc?*

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Maine.

"ut of

28 36

Haying Tools

handsome as

North Buckfield.
Lincoln'· Laat Law Cast.
its annual
Mountain Grange held
Lincoln tried his lust ease In Chichildren's day Saturday,
Aug. 17tb, cago. It was the case of Jones versus
which was enjoyed alike by members
Johnson In April and May, 18f>0. in the
and children, especially the address of
United States circuit court before
welcome to the children given by Mr.
Chas. Prince, who has the happy faculty Judge Drummond. The case Involved
of saying the right thing in the right the title to land of very great value
the accretion on the-shore of Lake
place.
Mrs. Ellis Marston, son and mother, Michigan.
During the trial Judge
Mrs. Wm. Irish, visited at A. F. Mason's Drummond and all the couusel on both
last week.
sides, Including Lincoln, dined together
Mies Sarah Morse is spending the
at the house of Isaac N. Arnold.
week with friends in the place.
At the conclusion of the dinner this
Mrs. Jennie Heald and
daughter, toast was
proposed: "May /Illluols fur
Carolyn, are spending the week with
nlsb the next president of the Unite !
her mother in Sumner.
Mr. Wm. Clapp, Jr., arrived in the States." It was drunk with groat en
thuslasm by the friends of Iwth I.ln
place Wednesday.
Mrs. Maidie Bearce and little daugh- coin and Douglas.
Chicago Record
and
Miss
Isabelle
Bengon Herald.
ter, Helena,
called at B. F. Heald's on their way to
the Moody camp at Shagg Pond.
The Wary Crow.
Capt. Howard Emery, who is stationed
The crow Is useful In killing mice,
at Key West, is spending his vacation at
snakes, lizards and frogs and Is j\
his summer home in this place.
Mr. Syd Swallow Is building a piazza splendid scavenger. He Is quite Wi.ry.
on his house.
will always Hee from a man with a
gun, hut pays little attention to the
Locke's Mills.
ordinary pedestrian. These birds fire
S. H. Foster, who has been to the gregarious in their habits and make
Maine General Hospital for treatment, their large, untidy nests ut the tops of
has returned home much improved in trees. They come in flocks to the sleep
healsu.
Ing grove, sit around ou the grouud
Mrs. Bert Sanborn of Bethel spent and when all are assembled
they rise
Sunday in town visiting friends.
and scramble for nests
simultaneously
The Ladies' Circle held an apron sale
Crows mate for life.
at Mt. Abram Hall Tuesday evening.
Quite a crowd was present and a good
The Letter Q.
time enjoyed by all. Ice cream and cake
The letter G furnishes us α curious
was on sale.
Miss Belle Brown is visiting her moth- bit of orientalism. Its Hebrew name
is gituel, camel, from the resemblunce
er, Mrs. Oscar Brown.
Mrs. Helen Powers of Dixfield is of the Hebrew character to the head
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Chas. aud neck of that animal. The charBartlett.
acter was thus almost certainly deMr. Bert Woodsnm of Mochanic Falls
rived from a picture of that animal,
in
here
town.
is visiting relatives
which, reduced to a hieroglyphic aud
Mr. W. H. Pearson, a well known and
still distantly indicates
respected citizen of Woodstock, died at then simplified,
an early hour Sunday morning, Aug. 18. the shape of the head and neck of the
He had been in poor health for some beast of burden familiar to every
time. Euneral services were held at his dweller in eastern lauds.
home on Tuesday afternoon, Rev. F. E.
Barton officiating. He was a member of
Infantile Chicken Broth.
Franklin Grange, a Mason, and also beCustomer—What ou earth Is this
floral
to
R.
the
G.
▲.
longed
Many
broth inude of. waiter? Surely It Isn't
tributes were sent by relatives and
chicken broth? Walter—Well, sir. It*·
friends. Burial at Locke's Mills.
Quite a number from here attended chicken broth lu it.* binfaucy. It'a
the Universalist grove meeting at Bry- made out of the water that the heggs
ire boiled In.
ant's Pond.

"REGULAR AS THE 8UN"

us

great many have taken advantage

employ

and all articles made by him were confiscated, the object being to keep the
trade secrete from spreading.—Circle

which the affair was conducted.
Geo. Packard is on the sick list.
Frederick Farrar is in a very critical

Rev.

If it does then visit

apprenticeship

friends and relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Chandler attended
the Univeraaliat grove meeting Wednesday at Bryant*s Pond.
S. B. R. Club met with Mra. M. P.
Heald Thursday afternoon. Wm. Penn
An article on
was the author studied.
Race Suicide was read by Mrs. Hattie
Howe, after which the matter was freely
discussed. Aunt Jane Goes a Visiting,
a humorous sketch, afforded a good deal
of amusement. Closed with music and
story telling. After the exercises cake
and ice cream were served. The next
meeting will be Sept. 5th.
Mr. and Mra. James Buck left Tuesday for Carthage and Rumford Falls.
Miss Julia Morton of South Paris is
the guest of Mrs. Geo. West.
Miss Lena Vining of Attleboro, Mass.,
is spending a few weeks with Mrs.
Horace Barrows.
Ε. T. Brown of Auburn, a cattle buyer,
is boarding with Mrs. Alma Buck.
The reunion of Co. F, Ninth, and Co.
C, Eighth Maine, occurred here Aug.
21st at the home of Urs. Rosetta RyerThe W. R. Corps and other invitson.
ed friends were present. One hundred
and twenty-four persons sat down to a
bountiful dinner in the vestry. After
dinner the company repaired to the lawn
in front of Mrs. Ryerson's house and
were called to order by President F. J.
Brown, and listened to speeches by the
old veterans, music and recitation!*.
All speak
Nuts and candy were served.
terms of the manner in
In the

Farrar,

Does a Discount of $1 to $5
Summer Suits Interest You?

for the prolay. The laws were made
ection of the general public and uot
,'or the workingman alone; consequenfa master
y the articles tinned «ut by
tewterer and bearing his "touch" had
:o I e r.p to η given standard of excellence. Before a man could set up as a
mister pewterer he was obliged to
of about six
<erve an

Mrs. Jeanette Pinkhara of Lincoln ia
the guest of Mra. Bosetta Ryerson.
Marion Bessey of Bryant's Pond is
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mra.
Moses Dow.
Mrs. Lucelia Morton of South Paris
and Mra. Clara Bessey and daughter of
Massachusetts were in town Thursday

calling

of

Composed

Dayton Bolster

N.

& Co.'s.

Scythes, Bakes, Snaths, Drag

Bakes and Forks

at

lowest

prices.

corrugated solid steel
scythe, fully warranted, $1.00.
The
The

scythe,

celebrated India steel
75c., are our leaders.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,
OS MARKET

SOUTH:

PARIS,

SQUARE,
MAINS.

REMNANTS.

This year we have decided to
give two remnant sales. We shall

hold the second

one

Friday, Saturday and Monday,
August

Among

these remnants

black and colors
ment in

the

as

well

store.

9, 10 and 12.

several nice skirt patterns in
goods from nearly every depart-

are
as

Underflannels.
All

our

Misses' underflannels

and in the Ladies' short sleeve
very attractive

bargains.

are

goods

marked at closing

oflering
Sincerely,

we

Yours

are

prices

some

S. B. & 1, S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

CASTORIA MMaiSMft
Un KM Ym HfflAbnisjNtM

<*

/

grauctat

Mise Sadie Bowker of Biddeford la
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Principal—E. F- Ct*« n·
let AMltlani—voi AIM.
2.1 Aerieunt-MU· WbUtum.
Weet Parte Grammar:
Principal—Not flleJA eelrtant—"ara Swett.
Primary—Not flhed.

Porter Street Primary :
Ml»* H attic Leach.
Pleasant Street Primary
Mies Marçorle Penley.

One old Saco farmer who happened tc
be at Old Orchard with a market wagon
when the fire broke out made $75 haul-
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In South Parti, Aug. 22, to the wife of Maurice 1
L. Noyes, a eon.
MarsIn Parla, Aug. 24, to the wife of Leo B.
ton, a daughter.
O.
Scott
of
Colby,
wife
In Parle, Aug. 22, to the
a son.
In West Sumner,

Aug. 20, to the wife of E. L.
Farrar, a son.
In Bethel, Aug. 22, to the wife of Earl Barker,
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pk»
Can make Lemon, Chocolate and
better than the expeit cook by using 'OU R.P1E
ready
the
In
package
as all the Ingredients are
Each package, enoughι for
for Immediate nee.
two large plea, 10 cents. Order to-day from your
grocer.

a son.
Irrln
Teachers who have not sent in Pre··
In Brownfleld, Aug. 10, to the wife of
Lodge, liminary Examination reports, can take Llnscott, a son.
In 8outh Paris, Ang. 17, to the wife of Frank
«·»■« '&Γ the examination and send in such reL. Starblrd, Jr.. a son.
W.
Conductors of the examina,M _Rejular meeting ports later.
I· Rumford Falls, Aug. 19, to the wife of
such
furnish
to
P. McDonald, a son.
tion will be prepared
of
Henry
In West Paris, Aug. 16, to the wife
with necessary blanks.
Kakkanen, a daughter.
All appearing for examination should
In Mexico, Aug. 20, to the wife of William
w* of «ο take with them at least twenty half- Cbllds, a son.
W.
In Bumford Falls, Aug. 20, to the wife of
sheets of writing paper 8 χ 10 inches in
G. Pratt, a son.
eize, a properly sharpened pencil, and at
least λ dozen pins to fasten papers to-

of a boat on the
the 18th, Mrs.
Rose Kosonthall, a Portland milliner,
She was 20 years of age, fourth SMurfay.
was drowned.
and leaves a husband.
New

overturning
Presumpscot Sunday,
By

Belfast
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"ii^edinCbarch,

At Madison Thursday there was an interesting event, the dedication of a
monument to Father Sebastian Rasle,
the heroic Jesuit missionary to the
Abenaki Indians.
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of
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Rot. <~Λ;
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School), Guilford (High School), HoulΛ*». 8»a*' ton (High School), Lincoln (Grammar
School), Machias (High School), Newport
(High School), N. Berwick (High
·"■""'v School), Old Town (High School), PemM., Wednesday evening, 7 aubroke (High School), Presque Isle (High
School), Skowbegan (High School), WarSTATED mtKTIWOe.
ren (High School), Winterport (GramF. Α Λ. M.
« mar
No. 18, In Maeonlc ΗΛ
School), Yarmoutbville (High
Arcfa
JFng»y}
Capter,
before full moon. 9?*?
ββΛΛγ Evening, on or School).
No. 29, assembles

The experiment of Calais in having before full
its public library open on Sunday afternoons is proving very popular and is full moon.
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l«t Assistant—Marguerite Stearns.
•».l Assistant—Florence Richardson.

Hollow- Bessie M

Another mutual fii1® insurance com·
pany wan organized recently, making M
doiug business in the state.

The saw-fly is damaging the pine trees
This
about Highland Lake, Bridgtou.
insect splits open the leaves of the trees
and there deposits its eggs.
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Edna Luce.
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Shurtleff:
Emma fctaortleff.
Grace Penley.
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from their

Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Doe of Walthain,
Mase., are guests at L. B. Carter's.'

Her· I· Relief for Worn·*.
State Teachere' Examinations.
If yon have pains In the back, Urlnur, BidCandidates for state teachers' certifi- der or
Kidney trouble, and want » <*™njdeascates will be examined Friday, August &nt herb core for wmmb'i Ilia. try "other
It la
»"£"■!£
30, beginning at 8 A. m., at the following Gray'· A»atralUi»-I*«f.
never-falling monthly relator. At DruaelaU
places:
Sample package 'BEE.
or by mall SO cent·.
Alfred (High School), Athens (Wash- Adrfraaa, The Mother Gray Co.. I* Buy, Ν. Y.
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Paris School*.
THE
It I. expected that all echool. in town
In
Miss Am j Hay den of Haverhill, Maes., will begin on the first Monday
Septem- The Most
Important State Newj
is visiting at Albert M. Dean's.
ber except as noted below.
Tuell
The Pleasant Street Primary and t.,ell
Briefly Told.
Dr. Ο. B. Andrews of Anbnrn is visiton the 9ih, or second
Monday, and the
ing his sister, Mrs. Ε. M. Curtis.
Forbes on the 10th, or Tnesday followThe Maine Christian Civic League ii
Mr. and Mrs. Ueidner returned Wed- 10
on the lookout for a fourth field secre·
ι

j

Payson Smith,
Superintendent of Public Schools.

Married.

In I'arls, Aug. 17, by Rev. E. O. Taylor, Mr.,I
both
Roscoe D. Slattery and Miss Ltlla M. Swift,
|
of Paris.
W.
In Rumford Falls, Aug. 17, by Rev. E.
'
Webber, Mr. William W. Rice and Miss Gertrude Bean, both of Rumford Falls.
Wll-1
P.
Edwin
Rev.
In Fryeburg, Aug. 14, by
and
won, Mr. Frank Henry Peterson of Brldgton
1
Mies Lena May Blckford of Fryeburg.
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PATTERNS
outgrowth and practical application of new ideas,
for this reason we have placed them in our pattern section.
They are receiving the recognition merited by their superiority.
If they were not "better patterns" their defects would be revealRepresent

the

ed in failures.

But failures are impossible in the LADIES' HOME JOURNAL PATTERNS if the instructions are followed. The GuideChart makes them so simple and cleAr that a child can understand them.
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guess-work in cutting—to
ford in style and fit.
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they
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to pay postage we will send for one year the
Fashion Sheet which contains 16 pages, or call at the
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Monthly
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get
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free.

coupon worth
to order
ioc., illustrates all the patterns and makes it easy for you
The

Quarterly Style Book, including a pattern

on the first Tuesday Evening
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Again.
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F. PLUMMER,

Maine.
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Parnlehér,

Let OUr Team

LAUNDRY
OR

Family Washing
Wet washing 50c. returned in 24 hour$.

Academy

1804-1907.

FOR BOYS AND UIRLS.

RELIEVED III R HOURS

Danville.
Dr. True, Dear Sir:—One of my bovs
had been troubled for about six years

Thousand· of people have worm* and don't
know il. yet the symptoms are easily recognized.
Even though worms might not be present
this extraordinary remedy will effect wonderful
changes in the run-Uowu system. It is a great
stomach and liver ionic and regulator.
Worms in adults and children can be readily
detected from the following symptoms: Indi
gestion; a variable appetite; offensive breath
and foul tongue; eyes heavy and dull; itching
of the nose; short,"dry cough ; grinding of the
teeth; starting during sleep; slow fever and
often, in children, convulsions and bed-wetting;
No matter
looseness ; hard, swelled liowels.
how prouounced or how light the symptoms,

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

fireeent

FOR SALE.

I>r. Tree's Elixir is sold by druggists everywhere at j<jc. vx and $i.oo per bottle. A booklet
entitled "C kildh H ιm,I Tktir J'iisasti" u ill be
setit free by sitii!>lv addressing llr. J. K. True
* Co.. Auburn. II·. Wr have a st>ec«al t.-eutuient lor tape-norm. Scud lu. free tn.oU.

THE CARE OF LIVESTOCK.

HAVE YOU TRIED CUR-X-ZEMA?

If the testimony of great numbers of
the readers of The New-York Tribune
Farmer is a fair basis for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what is known
as its Veterinary Department is everywhere esteemed highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department. Dr.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of it
for more than five years, every week answers very many questions in regard to
every variety of livestock known on the
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine and treatment, but telling how
the diseases might have been prevented,
and laying down specific rales for feed
and care in health, in sickness and in
convalescence.
Every farmer keeps
some livestock—good veterinarians are

(t quickly an<l permanently cure· Eczema.
Itching Piles, Burn*. Cuts, Sunburn, anil all

sain diseases, after all other remedies fall. At
druggists, "i0c. Sample by mall, 10c. Cur-X34-37
Zema Co.. Watervllet, S. V.

Desirable Residence for Sale,

H. N. Bolster home-

stead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
AUGUSTUS F.

1

Discharge.

WILEY. J In
Bankrupt. )

scarce.

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clakknck Halk, Judge of the District Court of the U nlted States for the District
of Malae:
in the
Maine,
that
represents,
respectfully
was
he
last
pant,
on the 23d day of June,
of
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts ha*
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he of
duly surrendered all his property and right*the
property, and has fully complied with all of
requirements of said Acts and of the orders
Court touching his bankruptcy.
That he may be deWherefore he prays,
creed by the Court to nave a full discharge from
his
estate under said
all debt· provable against
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exsuch
law
from
discharge.
cepted oy
Dated this 1st day of August, A. D. 19·7.
AUGUSTUS F. WILEY. Bankrupt.
wiley of stow,
ami State of

Augustus
County of Oxford,
tn sal·! District,
r.

OKDKB OF NOTICE
DisTKicr

or

Maink,

THEREOF.

ss.

Un this loth day of Aug., A. D. 1^07, on readpetition. It Is—
ing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court. That a hearing be had
theSoth day of August, A. D.
on
same
the
upon
1907, before said Court at Portland. In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
ami show cause, If any they have, why the pray
er of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
ttors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tWr places of resilience ar
Witness the Hon. Clarknck Half, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, In »ald District, on the ".Jth day of Aug
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest-JAMES Ε HEWEY, Clerk.

!

j

j

Each inquirer is fully answered, but
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; he believes that any information which one
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
and he often so broadens his answer a»
to make it a complete essay on the subject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
said in a meeting of farmers that a valuable horse had been attacked with a disease of which he had known nothing
until he had recently read of it in The
New-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr
Smead had taught bim enabled him to
Another farmer arose
save his horse.
and said he had had a similar experience.
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
C. C.
town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writee
of
date
to Dr. Smead, under
April 23:
"I desire to express my gratitude to you
through The New-York Tribune Farmer,
and to say that I regard you as the most
thoroughly safe
able, practical and
writer of the present age, and to exprest
my hope that you may live to serve the
farmer and our dumb friends for many
years to come."
The regular price of the New-Yorh
Tribune Farmer is One Dollar a year,
but we will send it with The Oxford
Democrat, both papers one year foi
*2.00.

POLErtnWŒîHCAR
for eMMpMI eaf·,

«mw.

Mm

For Service
righi good Berkshire Boar, jusl
right size. Set vice fee $i.oo.

A
the

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

mplat·*

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almoet at
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door throe times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
of The

GOOD

Oxford

No. 210.—Word Square.
A delicious fruit
A word meaning to supply with.
To love In the highest degree.
To be restored to health.
Regards with care or attention.

Democrat, Sooth Parla, Ma

No. 212.—Novel Diamond.
1. A letter. 2. A part of the verb to
5.
eat. 8. Vegetables. 4. Wonders.
Miscalculate. 0. Prominent. 7. Parts
of a vessel. 8. An Indian's instrument
of warfare. 9. A letter.
The central letters spell the name of
the writer of a famous book of verse
for children.

No. 213.—Missing Rhymes.

These common sayings make me
For they art· never true, by
These foolish sayings, which each
The common run of people
"I'm all broke up," some will
Tet 'tend business Juet the
"I caught the train." You did? Well,
What did you catch It with, pray
She dropped her eyes. Would not that
Τ
A very sad

Τ

(Surnames.)

1. That purple Ink was spilled all on
Donald's coat.
2. What a phenomenal cot that Is for
size!
3. Your sklu will tan brown in gales
of wind like this.
4. Is this chair belonging to Mr. Euibry antique or only old?
5. He uses j»eus erroneously, writing
on the side of them.
0. Portia will amble along like an old

cow.

No. 215.—Riddles.
I.

You'll find me In the waterways.
With blossom, leaf and root;
Though I'm looked up to and revered,

I'm trodden underfoot.

have

η

packed:

trunk

II.
which

never

will

AT

ATHKNS, OA.—B*8ULT
F IBS Τ

TZ8T.

The Mitchell Thunderbolt·
active
pany composed of men too old for

be

service in the field and was organized
purely for home defence.
Mr. Ollleland, the inventor, believed
that with a cannon of the double barrel
pattern he could mow down Yankees by
the hundreds. He had his cannon cast
at the Athens Foundry, and when finished it was hauled out to the outskirts of
the city, where a test was made. One
test was entirely sufficient to demon-

strate that the cannon was a rank failure.
A fifty foot chain with the ends atOf course ail custards are to be served tached to two cannon balls was the
very cold. With either of these for a charge. These balls were rammed into
base we can have many good things.
the cannon good and hard. It was the
inventor's idea that when the .cannon
CHOCOLATE CKKAM.
was fired the chain would stretch taut
Make a boiled custail), using three and cat down
everything within its
eggs to a quart of milk; dissolve two
When It was properly loaded it

length.
squares of plain chocolate over hot water was touched off with great ceremony.
and slowly stir in, and sweeten to taste;
One of the balls got out a little ahead
put a level tablespoonful of corn starch of tbe other and the devil and Tom Jones
into a cup and stir with two tablespoon- were to
pay. It had a kind of circular
fuls of cold milk, and add this; beat till motion, ploughed up about an acre of
smooth and rather thick; flavor with
.ground, tore up a corn field, mowed
vanilla, and cool. Put into a flat glass down saplings, and the chain broke, the
dish, add a heaping spoonful of whipped two balls going in different directions.
cream or more, and scatter some split One of the balls killed a
young cow in a
almonds over the whole. Or servo in distant field, while the other knocked
glass cups.
down a chimney from a log cabin. The
members of the Thunderbolt* who went
ORANGE CKBAM.
out to witness the test scattered as
Make a boiled custard with thin cream
the entire Tankee army bad
instead of milk, adding a small pinch of though
turned loose in that vicinity.
when partly
salt, and use five eggs;
The one test was enough to convince
thick put in the strained juice of three the inventor that his
double barrelled

oranges and the grated riDd of one; serve cannon was more disastrous to the men
before, either in one dish with whip- behind it than to the
enemy in front. It
ped cream or in cups; this is especially was drawn back to the city and was
under
it.
good with lady-fingers
never used again except to celebrate
WHITE CUSTAItD.
Democratic victories, the number of
rather
Take a quart of thin cream or rich times for this purpose being
Sevmilk and heat, with a small pinch of salt, limited except In state campaigns.
eral years ago tbe old cannon disappear8Uf?ar 10 tast®; when it ha*
.JJ
Hall, and it
scalded, cool it and pour slowly over the ed from in front of the City
which it
stiff whites of four eggs; return to the was found in a junk shop, from
boiler and cook five minutes; flavor with was rescued and after being mounted
was
placed in the little park on Cola little almond, add half a cup of chopthe Federal buildped almonds, and put whipped cream lege Avenue,itopposite
now stands—one of the
ing, where
and bits of red jelly on top.
most interesting relics of the Civil war.

I have a bark 'which no man ever heard;
Of leaves I have more yet than any book.
But If you try to read them "tie absvrd.

No. 216—Word Syncopations.
1. Take to err from a small dog aud
leave two or more rows placed one
above another.
2. Take a tree from showy and leave
an Insect.
3. Take era from a show and leave
breathe quickly.
4. Take part of u bird from oscillating aud leave to celebrate In song.
3. Take a verb from to shadow and
leave to scatter seed upon the earth.
β. Take metal from greatly and leave

to

nimble.
7. Take a bird from one who howls
aud have a pronoun.
8. Take the organ of hearing from
to approach and have a boy's name.
The Hydra.
There have -been many strange things
One of the most
lu English history.
curious was recently mentioned by a
little schoolgirl.
"The hydra," suid this much Informed young person, "was married to Henhead off,
ry VIII. When he cut her
another one sprang right up."—Youth's

Companion.

Bad Habits.

Tho grasshopper thews tobacco;
The quail pets out his pipe;
The flshhuwk is so awful poor
He Uus lo hunt a "snipe."
The rooster has his cocktail;
The orchard pets plum full;
The onion squanders every scent.
And the radish has a pull.

Key to tha Puzzler.
202.—Letter Puzzle: 1. M. T.
Empty. 2. I. C. ley. 3. R. 0. Arrow.
4. Q. it. Cure. 5. Ε. Z. Easy. 0. Ν. V.
Envy. 7. D. L. Deal. 8. S. A. Essay.
9. I. V. Ivy.
No.

No. 203.—Iusertion: IJ-all-ad, ballail.
1.
No. 204.—Transpositions: Mars.
2.
Lament, mantel, mantle, mental.
Wander, warden, warned, Andrew. 3.
4.
reared.
Dearer, reader, reread,

Reigns, resign, signer, singer.
No. 205.—Euigiua: Nightmare.
No. 200.—Riddle: Pipe.
SwitzerNo. 20L—What Country?

Mix the juice of three oranges and
grated rind of ono with a quart of milk·
sweeten, stir in live slightly beaten eggs,'
and bake till set.
BAKED CAKE AND CUSTARD.
Make an ordinary custard and stir in a
cup of sponge cake crumbs and bake,
serve with plain cream.
All sorts of fruit can be added to baked custard, with either cake crumbs oi
more egg yolks to make the whole firm.
FRUIT JELLY.

any mould, preferably a rine
with half-crushed, sweetened
strawberries or raspberries, and fill up
and
jeI|y· Turn
P
«il
nil the middle with whipped cream. Red
raspberries are nice in this way, as well
Fill

mould,

as

-5βΠ,°η.

pineapple, slightlv

cut-up peaches,

stewed plums, and cooked
sweetened gooseberries.

and

well

RICE CREAM.
Put a pint of rich milk into the double
boiler with two tablespoonfuls of rice, a
pinch of salt, a small half-cup of sugar
and an inch piece of stick cinnamon.
Cook till the rice is very soft. Have
ready a teaspoouful of gelatine dissolved
m cold water and stir this in, beating all
well. Cool, and stir iu lightly a cup ol
whipped cream, and set in a mould;
turn out when firm and surround with
more

nilla.

whipped

cream

flavored with

va-

.COFFEE CREAM.

tablespoonfuls ol
very strong black coffee into a pint ol
thick cream, add three tablespoonfuls ol
sugar, and whip stiff. Put the split ladj
lingers cut in bits in the bottom ofs
glass dish and add the cream; or line
small cups with the lady Angers and pile
the cream on top.
Put two or more

COFFEE CREAM

WITH

GELATINE.

Dissolve a level tablespoonful of gelame in a little cold milk; prepare the
coffee cream as before, and beat this in
set in a mould and surround with plait
whipped cream, or serve as it is.
VELVET CREAM.

Tbie is the simplest of all cold desserti
Make a quart
to make and ie very good.
of rich boiled custard, using only the
yolks of the eggs; while hot pour it ovei
a taklespoonful of gelatine dissolved in ε
little cold milk; stir till smooth, anc
cool; then add the beaten whites of th<
eggs and set in a mould; serve witt
plain cream, or a border of rich, cooked
peaches. To make this into a nic<
frozen pudding put it into the freezer tc
set, instead of into the mould, and stir il
occasionally till stiff; it will be a foamj
frozen custard.
FBUITS.

Melons may be used in several wayt
for desserts. Small spicy green ones cat
be cut in halves, the seeds taken out and
the space filled with squares cut frotr
other melons, so the pulp in those usee
may be undieturbed ; these squares must
be well sweetened, and the whole put 01
ice till very cold. Melons may also b<
cut across in thick rings, about four to ι
melon; one is laid on each plate and ι
spoonful of ice cream put on it in tb<
middle. This is a newer fashion that
the way of filling the centre of halved
melons with the cream.

ON

RISING

IN

THE

MORNING.

Rule first. Don't wash or take a bath
unless you know the water has been
Dail)
properly distilled; treated with barium
and contains all the most important news
chloride and permanganate of potassium,
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
land.
noi
have
and
farm
and
redistilled over K. H. S. Ο 4. to fix
If you live in the village or on a
No. 208.—Hourglass:
any ammonia. If the housekeeper does
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucl
FROZEN DISHES.
not possess this elementary chemical
t·
with all important news of the world at a very small cost
1.
Parfaits are the simplest of ice creami
! knowledge, decline to wash at all, and
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
to
be
do
not
need
as
to make,
pui ; take an air-bath.
E-q-u-A-b-l-E
they
TRIBUNE is only f 1.50 per year, but you can secure it witl
into the freezer at all. A cup of eugai
Second. Use a new tooth-brush, or
Oxford Democrat
your own favorite local newspaper, The
D R-U-L-K-R A
is added to a cup of water, and boilec
else have a fresh set of false teeth each
till a thread is formed. This is slowlj
day—whichever you think less dangerκ
R
ο
D
I
poured over the stiff whites of three eggs ous.
and as it cools a pint of whipped creaa
with
Third. Do your hair
your
R
is folded in, with flavoring, and thi
fingers; brushes and combs are deadly
whole put into a covered pail and buriec bacillus
w
Ν
Ν
I
Τ
traps.
in cracked ice and salt for four hours, oi
Fourth. Keep your soap, sponge, and
five if the mould is large. This is thi
Seud your order and money to The Oxford Democrat
material under an air-pump, to
Ο P-A-C-H-A Ε
foundation for any number of deliciou! shaving
South Paris, Maine.
ohoke off the microbes
NEW·
to
THE
card
a
on
desserts.
and
address
name
Your
postal
R ι-c-H-a-r-D
Fiftb. If impossible to follow above
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil
COFFEE PARFAIT.
a.
rules stay in bed.
l
a
free
sample
copy.
bring you
Make a parfait and flavor with a half
AT THE BREAKFAST TABLE.
No. 200.—Additions: 1. Net, her, nethof very strong, clear coffee.
Rule first. Don't rtmd the morning
2. IIlu. tory, history. 3. Pie, bald, cup
er.
ALMOND
PARFAIT.
4. A, bout, about. 5. Port,
paper or open letters until they have
t plebald.
land, Portland.
Flavor the parfait with almond extras been baked, saturated with a disinfectant
while warm, and when cool add last t and put through a mangle. The postal
Do the right thing if you have Nasal cup of finely chopped almonds; thes< , officials are most careless with mail.
Second. All bills should be promptly
Catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm at once. are put through the meat chopper twic< ,
sent into unlimited quarantine.
Don't touch the catarrh powders and in order to have them evenly smooth.
Third. Refrain from eating any bacon,
snuffs, for they contain cocaine. Ely's
PISTACHE PARFAIT.
fish, kidneys, etc., over whioh an inquest
Cream Balm releasee tho secretions that
Make the plain parfait, bat flavoi has not been held, or eggs that have not
ioHame the nasal
passages and the
throat, whereas common "remedies" slightly with pistache, and color ligfr ; been sat upon by a coroner's jury.
Fourth.
made with mercury merely drive them green with fruit paste or extract of spin
Keep your mouth closed
out and leave you no better than you ach made at home. Serve with plait throughout the meal.
The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Buildwere.
In a word, Ely'· Cream Balm is whipped cream in tall glasses..
is
ÇN GOING TO BUSINESS.
ing, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It located in the
a real cure, not a delusion.
All drugRule first Refuse all change that
PEACH PARFAIT.
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
gists, 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Brothetc. It uses Paroid because it
Crush a pint of peaphes to a smootl may be offered you by street-oar conuses Paroid for"stables, barracks, warehouses,
ers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
and fold in the parfait; let thii due tor·, etc. If you do not care to lose
finds nothing its equal.
pulp
having newly
stand at least five hours before using, ai , such sums, insist on
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, wareHe Knew.
minted coins handed you, wrapped up
the fruit does not readily freeze.
houses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is perA
married
woman owned a pet dog of
in sterilized cotton.
manent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
a particularly vicious temper.
It bad
FRUIT SHERBETS AND ICES.
Seoond. If you are compelled to go
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
even bitten her husband on more than
The foundation of all ices is the same to a refreshment stand, take your own
What ie eood for the Government will be good forvou. Write for free sample
one occasion.
At
the
last,
however,
dog
merely a plain lemonade, made witl filter, glassware, and crockery with you,
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
disappeared.
boiled sugar and water instead of plait also assorted repartees to any comments
1
6Md a 3 oat moi tor book «I αρ-to-daM poultry sad (arm building plan·.
The husband offered a reward of 25
sugar; to this is added fruit juices anc made by the barkeeper.
pounds for the dog's return. His friend· the unbeaten whites of two eggs; tbei
Third. Stay, if possible at home.
He.
South
S. P. MAXIM &
were amazed.
the whole is frozen; it requires to be put
"I thought," said a friend to him, into the freezer and turned
Qiving Him Permission.
constantly ii
"that you hated that dog?"
A middle-aged farmer accosted
a
order to bare it smooth.
"I do," the man admitted.
serious-faced youth outside the Grand
PEACH 8HERBKT.
"Why, then, do you offer such a large
Central station in New York the other
reward for his return?"
Mash peaches enough to have a pint day.
"To please my wife."
of pulp; sweeten with sugar-and-watei
"ïoung man," be said, plaoking bis
"Bat yon're foolish," said the other. syrup mixed with the juioe of a lemon
sleeve, "I want to go to Central Park."
"Such a large reward will be sure to and a pint of hot water; stir all well,
The youth seemed lost in considerastrain through a sieve, and add the tion for a moment.
bring it beck."
said the man with a knowing whites of two eggs, and freeze. Servi
"No,"
"Well," he said finally, "you may jnst
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano, smile. "Ton
see, I happen to have in tall glasses, with a little whipped this onoe. But I don't want
yon ever,
are all first claaa, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low learned it's dead."
cream on top.
ever to ask me again."

ASJi

Ideas and Inspiration Taken
One Author From Another.

by

BUT GENIUS BORROWS NOBLY
The Crude Ore I· Refined end the Raw
Material Faehioned Into a Thing of

Beauty—8hakeepeare
liant Example.

aa a

Moet Bril-

\

Our great writers are not great robbers. Literature is not α repository of
What seem like stealstolen goods.
ing* by the steel pen are rather the
output of the lapidary or η reissue of
the mint or, better still, the borrowings from a bank repaid with Interest.
is
-It
wonderful," says Charles
Ueude, "how genius can borrow." "All

remarks Oliver Wendell
Holmes, "lives by borrowing and lending," and, ho adds, "A good image is
like a diamond, which may be set a
hundred times In as many generations
and gain new beauties with every
change." This Is not a question of
"The lighting a caudle
originality.
at a neighbor's fire," observes Dean
Swift, "docs not affect our property in
"Genius bortho wick and flame."
The transference is
rows
nobly."
often a transmutation. For brass, the
borrower brings gold, and for iron,
sliver, and for wood, brass, and for
stones, Iron. The crude ore Is refined
and the raw material fashioned into

literature,"

a

It has been pointed out by Mr. Hutb
in his "Life of Buckle" that there is a
kind of pedigree in literature. Dante
avow» his indebtedness to Virgil, as
the latter himself was under obligations to Homer.
Arlosto owes much to Virgil, and
borrows
frequently from

Spenser

Arlosto.
Spenser's "Faerie Queene"
Isgave birth to Fletcher's "Furple
land." and this to Bernard's "Isle of
Man," and this in turn to Defoe's

bit of verse which commences:

When Omer smote 'Is l»!oomln' Ivre
'E'd 'card inch sin* by land and sea,
And wot 'o thought 'e might require
Έ went an' took the same as me.

Let

Shakespeare's lines close this

paper:

I'll example you with thievery:
The sun's a thief, and with his great at-

DAILY

the moon's an arrant
thief.
And her pale fire sho snatches from the

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

PAPER.

I

1

SON, Agents,

Paris,

PIANOS.

money

as

they

can

be sold for the

quality

of the instrument.

Also I have

Prices
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
we
and
will
and
for
interest
Send
terms
low,
try
catalogue
you in
easy.

the best

pianos

that

are on

the market.

W. «Γ. Wlieeler db
Hilling· Biook,
util 1

Co.,

"Don't yon love mel"

"Yes, dear, bat I'm already
"Break yonr engagement."

engaged."

PLAIN ICE

CBBAM.

■

Easy

When

You Know How.

\

When one can get a little cream a good
Haves—I tell you what, Toung, I
dessert can be made with a plain ice
jon ever saw in
"Oh, George! That wouldn't be hon- oream by this rule: Scald a quart of rich have the sharpest wifeother
life. Why, the
day I gave
orable. An engagement la a sacred milk with a cup of sugar; when cold
enough money to go ont
thing, not lightly to be entered into or add a enp of cream and flavor; put into er jnst barely
and-buy one dress, and if you'll believe
broken off. Besides—
the freezer and stir firm.
it she oame home with two.
"Well, I'm engaged to two men, and
Make a deep apple pie with an opper
Tonng—That is sharp. How did ahe
that makes it even worse."
crust only and pile the top with io< manage it
serve
at one·.—Harper*·
The first time a man fall· in love be cream and
Haven—Why, ghe bought one, and the 1
Bazar.
other ahe had on when ane went oat.
imagine· be is in a bottom leu pit.

Îour

tailors say that the noise of the water
rushing into the boat give· a lugubrious
impression, and It requires men gifted
with cool bonds and poaaessing tested
tourage for the hazards Involved In
these little boats. But, In

iplte of their fragile appearance, they
are

traction

Rolis ti:e vast sea;

sun:

The Mwa's a thief, whoso liquid surge resolves
The moon into salt tears; the earth'· a
thief
That feeds and breeds by a composture
stolen
From relierai excrement; each thing's a
thief.

—S. B. Dunn In Circle

Magasine.

HE REVISED IT.
Author Wis Anxious to Comply
With the Editor's Request.
"Your story possesses merit," wrote
the klu lly magazine editor in returning a m.iaii.-cript to a struggling young
authbr of Washington, "but you have
embellished it with too much descrip-

Young

tion, atmosphere and other irrelevant
matter. What we want Is a story setting out the simple facts—facts, Just
plain facts. If you will revise your
story according to our Ideas, we will
be glad to pay you $25 for It."
A few days later the editor got the
following from the struggling young
author of Washington:
"Herewith revised story. Please send
check by return mull, as I need the
money."
And this was the story as rewritten:
"Jonas loved Eliza, but he was poor,
and wealthy papa kicked. Jonas went
Into Wall street and made a million,
Incldeutally bankrupting papa. Then
Eliza went Ashing, fell off a log Into

terrible instruments of war, and

aotwithstunding their diminutive size
they are controlled by twelve men,
sach of whom la Indispensable to their

navigation.

The hood once closed, the submarine
Is absolutely cut off from the world. Its
shell, calculated to support a pressure
of seven or eight atmospheres, gives it
the ability In theory to go down to a
distance of thirty to forty meters, but
In practice it Is considered sufficient to
drop to a depth of fifteen meters, and
at such a level It Is In no danger of be-

ing flooded. The most strongly armored vessels of the ordlnury type extend
downward only ten meters.
The vessel Is directed by two vertical

governors, one above and ono below
the stern, as they are always placed on
submarine*. To govern the coming up
and going dowu of a boat there are
two horizontal governors, one at the
Bteru and one at the bow.—Metropolitan Magazine.

PROPER

BREATHING.

More Ecsentiol Than a Beautiful Voice
For Perfect 8inging.
I cannot too forcibly Insist that the
mere possession of a lovely voice is
only the basis of vocal art. Nature occasionally startles one by the prodiof her gifts, but no student has

gality
any right

to

expect

to

sing by inspira-

athlete may
tion any more than
expect to win a race because he Is naturally fleet of foot.
Methods of breathing, "attack" and
an

of registers must all In» perfectly understood by the successful singer,
who should likewise be complete master of all details relating to the structure and use of those parts above the
voice box and be convinced of the necessity of a perfectly coutrolled chest
expansion In the production of tone.
For perfect singing, correct breathing, strange as it may souud, is even
voice.
more essential thau a beautiful
No matter how exquisite the vocal
be
organ may be. its beauty cannot
adequately demonstrated without propHere Is one of the
er breath control.
old Italian secrets which many singers
of today wholly lack, because they are
unwilling to Rive the necessary time
for the full development ef breathing
Phrasing, tone,
power and control.
resonance, expression, all depend upon
musical
respiration, and, in my opinion,
be
students, even when too young to
allowed the free use of the voice,
should be thoroughly taught the prinof breathing.—Nellie Melba In

the

use

Constant success shows us but one
aide of the world, for it surrounds us
with flatterers, who will tell us only
our merits, and silences our enemies,
from whom alone we might learn oar

detects.

j

OONSTIPATION

STOMACH
1

,

rROUBLES
SICK HEADACHE

Medway, Me., Aug. 4, 1906.
"I have received great benefit from
' he true 'L. F.' Atwoocfs Bitters and

onsider them excellent (or stomach
constipation and sick headiche." Yours truly, Β. I. Weymouth.
You can always depend on "L. F."
Atwood's Bitters for speedy relief from
This wonder■nany forms of sickness.
ful remedy mingles with the contents of
the stomach and digestive organs,
bowarouses the liver, and cleanses the
els. Sold by your dealer, 36c.

Carried It In Mis Head.
When four years old Mozart played
mbiuets and learned music with facility, and at tile age of six he com|K)sed a concerto for the harpsichord,
which, though written strictly In accordance with tiie principles and technic of his art, was 'yet so overloaded
with difficulties that it could not be

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows.

J roubles,

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

patterns and clean

I ο close out odd

ιρ stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE,

NORWAY,

TEX DOLLARS REWARD.
Any peroon furnishing me with Information
that will lead to the conviction of anybody,
or
fouogorolil, of entering auy school-house
town of
lamaglng any echool property In the
Part*, unlawfully, will he pal I the above namol
mm. All pereons are hereby warncl according,
of the school
ly. I have no objection to the use
fournie an «lay ground* but any one doing acA. D. ID"".

A. W. WALKER &

himself was to perform.
The Emperor Joseph, who was of a
curious turn, chanced to ho In the coinposer's studio when he asko l: "Where
Is your part? I do uot see It among
these sheets of music."
"Here." responded Mozart, touching
his forehead.—St. Louis Republic.

"Hanged"

and "Hung."
Perhaps the Bible has had an Influence in preventing many people from
distinguishing between the uses of
"banged" and "hung." says a London
writer. They "hanged" Hainan, but

AMIERT υ. PARK,
3u|>erlnten<lunt of School*.

SOUTH PARIS.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

LowestPricesinQxforilCtiunty.
NORWAY, MAINE,
KILL-γηε couch

and

THE

Lυ ΝC8

King's
Discovery

New

/Consumption

price
50c & i 1.00
Free Trial.

FOR I OUGH3 and
^OLOS

Surest nnd Q,mckeet Cur.
r all
ΤΗΒΟΔΤ aud LUNG TP.OUBMONEY
BACK.
or
LES,

For Sale in South Paris.
The house aud laud bel· >ri_· r ^ t.i the
estate of the late Mrs. barali \V, I'-wett,
v. hai
situated in the center oi tut·
two apartments of seven and
φ
with sheds, large attic, Ac.. λ .1 i* in
The ·_ί nul» are
excellent condition.
extensive, containing addition tl Louie
lots.
W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, A L'ent, s I'arii.

Engine

and Boiler

For Stale Clicn |>.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Oxfords

Men's

IN

Designs
Copyrights èc.

....

«τ
» sketoh anil demerit !
··· *l
·■
*
qulekly ascertain our optuton free «·:··.
ν
invention is probably patentable
'·
'■·
HANDBOOK
tloiisKtrictlyoonfldentlal.
■
·.
lent freo. oldest aifenry f..r securifiic \>a

Anvone sending

Patente taken through Mumi A Co. rc «1rs
in tlie

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Jlmcrican.
Scientific
weekly.
handsomely
Journal.
Gun Metal, Valour and
fl.
by
tptrUil nutlet, without chnrim,

Illustrated
A
culatton of any srientlHc
Sold
year: four months,

Russet Calf,

S4.00,3.50,

3.00,2.50,2.25,2.00.
Also

Full Line of Bare Foot

Sandals for Children.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

South Paris.

"hanged
the Jews
captivity
their harps upon the willows." and In

all

I.nr.
Ter

re·*·

E. W, CHWIMIK,

Builders' Finish!
I will furnish
9Iz3 or Style at

DOORS and WINDOW
reasonable prices.

•rossly.

"I came now," replied the muu, "to
ivoid the rush."—Harper's Weekly.
A Dogs' Academy.
There Is an academy for canines In
α certain South London borough which
k known to all the prominent circus
{•copie of Europe, and which is the
"old school" of many of the perform·
lug dogs lu Great Britain at the presThe interior Is fitted up
ent time.
with trapezes, etc., und day by day
nil sorts of performing canines are
taught their clever tricks. It Is perhaps unnecessary to add that the proprietor enjoys the beucfit of a first
tin; β Income.—London Captain.
Luok.

ter.

Fores tailed.

your husCrawford—Why
band more angry than usual when he
came home so late? Mrs. Crabehaw—
You see, d. ·, I woke up before he had
time to set the clock back.—Harper's.
Mrs.

was

"Dubley

learn.'

"

Hie Motto.
says his motto Is, 'Lire and

"Well, If be Isn't more successful at
tha former than tbe latter we'll be go·

tag

to hlà funeral soon."—Bxohs nge.

xlj

If In want of any kin·) of Finish for It.-* e or
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine l.um
bcr and Shingles on hand Cheap for Ca

W.

Sumner,

CHANIMJK,
....

...

THE...

Maine.

IID

Norway National Bank

issues checks payable
in nearly all parts of

education, he

nounced to every one that whatever
made
wroug he had done should be
right, so a man whom he had cheated
>ut of :i large sum of money. went
around at midnight to demand it.
"But what did you come at this hour
for nil 1 wi:ke me up? Why not wait
till tomorrow?" said tho old sinner

..·

Also Window & Door Frames.

West

French school, and nothing Is right
that Isn't French, or perhaps, being a

The Early Bird.
Bishop Brewster of Connecticut Is
noted for his funny stories, and Ids
latest Is said to be about nil old reprobate who decided to repent and an-

r«.

η.

E.

The Trouble With Decorator*.
The great trouble with the decorator
who fails to succeed lies lu his predilection for one particular school of design. He becomes a monomaniac, declares Interior Decoration, ou the subject of some special school of decoration. He goes lu for arts and crafts
and knows notblug else. He becomes
colonial mad or be affiliates with the

by

< »

New I).York
&
MUNN
C.
Branch OBJco. <S2& Κ BU Washing

But It i& curious that the exclamation
"I'll be hanged!" never appeurs as "I'll
be huug!"

German and German

rtr.

Matched Hard Wood K'.oor Board» for -ale.

seuBes now.

espouses German or Flemish art. or,
being English and English by education, nothing is quite correct that Is
not Elizabethan or Georglau.

I

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

the New Testament we read "It were
better for him that a millstone were
hanged about his neck." If "hanged"
was correct In either sense in the days
of the authorized version, those who
are not strong u|H>n grammar may l>e
subconsciously Induced to believe that

"huug" Is correct In both

CURE

Steam

also

In

SON,

—

Carpets

Wool

played.

It is related that Mozart once happened to put off some music that he
had been engaged to furnish for a
court concert so long that he had not
time to write out the part which he

Cylinder Oil.

Gasoline

ciples
Century.

Customer (to landlady)—Will you tell
me why there rhould be two flies In
the mill pond, and Jonas fished her out.
my soup? There Is none In that man's
Papa relented and borrowed η hun- over there.
Landlady—Oh, It's just a
dred thousand from Jonas. Marriage."
question of luck, sir.—FUegende Blat—Washington Poet
His Status.
"Uncle Mose, you're very unsociable."
"Yes, sah, I likes to keep tub myse'f,
sab."
"Dear me, Uncle Mose, I hope you're
not a misanthrope?"
"No, sah. Γ se a Baptls', sah."—Baltimore American.

RELIEF FROM

SUBMARINE.

What Happen· aa the VmmI Takaa tha
Plung· Beneath tha 8ea.
Under ordinary conditions aa soon aa
the hood la closed (or the plunge the
raptulu opens the faucets and a quanti·
ty of water, which makea the ablp
lenvy enough to sink, ruahea Into the
reservoirs located at the aides of the
vessel. Even the moat hardened of the

thing of beauty.

m

NEWS-

IN A

operating

and
Bunyan's
Crusoe"
"Ileblneon
"Pilgrim's Progress"—aU like so many
blossoms rising from the one stem.
Shakespeare has been called "the
great Warwickshire thief." so Inveterate is his borrowing habit. He Invaded
literature like a Napoleon and brought
back the rarest art treasures to enrich
Do Arctic Expeditions Pay?
and beautify his verse. One Is sur(LotHe's Weekly.)
prised to learn that our dramatist has
Statistics as to the mere money cost of no original plots, that he has given to
the Arctio explorations of the past three poetry no now rhythm or stanza and
centuries are not obtainable, nor even of that "he ran not only In the old road,
those of comparatively recent years. but In the old nits."
His "As You
But tbe history is a long record of disasLike It" is taken from an old romance.
ter and deatb, of terrible harships, of
The-characters of his "Julius Caesar"
starvation, of insanity, of courage subin
Back
1553 are old Romans taken from Plutarch.
useless.
but
lime
bones are
Willoughby and Chancellor opened But what borrowing! Dry
Archangel Bay. But Willoughby lost turned into living men. The commontwo of bis three ships, and be and his est materials are taken Into the lamsixty-three men perished. His fate was bent flame of his genius and transmutbut tbe precursor of many followers. ed Into airy beauty.
Three centuries later, in 1845, the illMilton, too. is a free borrower. It Is
fated expedition under Sir John Frankthis fact, indeed, that makes his verse
lin set forth. No less than thirty-seven
In learned reminiscence and so
relief expeditions were afterward sent in so rich
and
search of him, at an estimated cost of gorgeous with "barbaric pearl
$5,000,000, and it was not until 1857 that gold." Ile owes much to Shakespeare.
it was definitely established that he and Rome critics think Milton's Eve Is Arhis one hundred and thirty-eight officers rowed from Shakespeare's Miranda. In
and men had fallen victims to the awful the "Taming of the Shrew" occurs the
scourge of tbe Arctic seas. And the line:
British government endeavored to conAs morning roses newly washed in dew.
sole his brave widow, through whose
the
While Milton In "T/Allegro" speaks
seconded
efforts,
by
courage
personal
of Captain McClintock, the fate of Sir of—
John and his companions had been deFresh blov.n roses washed In dew.
termined, by making her husband an
is a very mine to many. Pope
Milton
admiral, five years after his death! That
Soris one of the most noteworthy rewards Is his debtor. Milton's "Smoky
ceress"—a woman to the waist and
of Arctic exploration.
It is needless to recount succeeding ex- fair, but "ending foul in many a scaly
peditions and tbe inevitable "relief" fold voluminous and vast"—Is made to
parties following—the fate of the Polaris say. "They call me sin and for η sign
in 1872, when Captain George Tyson and
portentous hold me; but, familiar
eighteen other survivors floated upon an grown. I pleased and with attractive
ice-floe for 119 days, seventy-four of
Poi>e
won the most averse."
which the sun was below the horizon; graces
of tbe Jeannette and the loss of De Long sings:
and bis companions in 1879; of the ex- Vloo Is a monster of bo frightful mien
hut to he soon;
periences of Markham, and Lockwood, As to be hated needs
familiar with her face,
and Greeley, and Nansen, and Melville, But seen too oft.
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.
and the host of others—brave men all,
who exhibited a heroism worthy a better
Tennyson must liavo had In mind
As to tbe cost of some of the Milton's
cause.
later expeditions, partial estimates are
Hanging In a golden chain
That of the Leffingwellobtainable.
This pendent world
Mikkelsen expedition, which left San
when he wrote:
Francieco last spring, is said to be the
Is every way
least of any—125,000. That of Amund- The whole round world
Bound by gold chain* about tho feet of
sen, who, with twelve men, spent three
God.
years in making the northwest passage
ImKkAil <lnt'l\-nu miifh of his
from tbe east, is estimated between
and felicitous phrasof
The
and
Imagery
$60,000.
$50,000
majority
exquisite
Peary's trips are believed to have cost ing from authors whose names, even,
about $50,000 eacb, but the lateet one, many literary men do not know*.
according to the figurée of the GeographPope borrows his "Vital Spark" Idea
from #150,000 to
ical Society, cost
from an old poem by Thomas Flat man.
$200,000. The building of his ship, the
Byron gets his "Eagle Feather" ImRoosevelt, cost $100,000. According to
in his "English Hards and Scotch
age
reached
has
tbe same authority, Peary
within about one hundred and seventy- Reviewers" from Aeschylus, who flourfive miles of the "pole." Suppose he ished in the fifth century before our
bad reached it—what then? What useful era.
purpose would he have served save the
Coleridge owes his "Ode to Mont
gratification of a whim at the risk of the Blanc" to η German poem by Friedrich
lives of himself and every one of his
Brown.
companions?
Bishop Ken is indebted for hi»
Rules One Should Follow Nowadays. thought in "The Evening Hymn" to
After the repealed shocks which have Sir Thomas Browne In his "Colloquy
been dealt to the nerves of the public at With God."
In his own characteristic manner
large, the following few simple hygienic
memoranda have been carefully prepared Rudyard Kipling itas met the quesfor the public and domestic guidance.
tion of unconscious thievery with a

BAKED ORANGE CUSTARD.

ίκ

II GREAT WRITERS.

was a com-

as

No. 214.—Hidden Writer·.

I

18

(New Orleans Time»-Democrat.)
The only doable barrelled cannon in
the world li one of the historic carlo»·
ities of Athens, Ga.
There is » history of nniqae interest
that goes along with this old cannon.
Besides being the only doable barrelled
"shooting iron" of this kind ever invented, it was conceived with a peculiar
idea by the inventor, John Ollleland, a
member of the Mitchell Thunderbolts, a
local military company daring the war.

Iii'ÏLi

There are a number of objects In the
picture that can be spelled with four
letters and others that can be spelled
with three letters.—New York Tribune.

Oire

OF TH*

Cold Desserts.
To begin with cuatarda, the aimpleat
forma are the baked and boiled varieties:
for the first, a quart of freeb, rich milk'
is mixed with the beaten yolks of as
many eggs as the housewife feels she can
afford—not less than four in any case
but preferably six or seven; these are
slightly beaten without separating them
and added to the milk, and then the
sugar w put in to taste, generally about
three tablespoonfuls, and flavoring added, and the whole well stirred until the
sugar is dissolved, when it is put into
the oven and baked until a knife blade
can be put in and brought out dry and a
brown crust covers the whole.
The boiled custard is made rather
differently. Δ quart of milk is heated to
th® et®amiDg point in a double boiler,
nJeeded' and then 14 *·
slightly cooled and poured over the beaten eggs, and the whole put back on the
nre and
cooked until the custard is
smooth; then the flavoring is added.

No. 211.—At th· Seashore.

New Gloucester, Mass.
Dr. True, Dear Sir:—The Elixir I
had
purchased of you cured my boy, who
been troubled with worms ever since he
He had tried many other
was a child.
medicines,and I had employed physicians
until I found it of no use.. 1 despaired of
his being restored to health till I heard of
yonr Elixir, which, I am happy to say,
effected a speedy cure.
Very truly you re, W. G. Coombs.

2 1-2 story dwelling-hou3e, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with
shaded
with broad piazza
vines,
commanding a fine view. A spring of
buildThese
water
on
premises.
pure
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Capt.

Council,

be brought on by worms,
we gave him different medicines, but
without effect. Last January he had a
more severe attack than usual, and hearing of the almost miraculous effects of
a teayour Elixir, we gave him about
•poonful, and in about eight hours it
brought from him a living creature about
eighteen inches in length. He has had
no return of them since, and is now very
G. W. ViCKKRY.
hearty.

Thorough preparation for college and
Courses for those
scientific schools.
Modern
who cannot attend college.
buildings, steam heat, electric light, telephone, Ac. Efficient corps of teachers.
Physical instructor all the year. No better school anywhere for young men and
women to get
training in mind and body.
Fall term begins Tuesday, September
For catalog and further infor10, 1907.
mation address. Principal W. E. Sar30-37 will restore the patient to normal health again.
gent, Hebron, Me.
Turner, Me.
Dr. J. F. Trce, Dear Sir:—Having
TOWS NOTICE.
in
used your Elixir
my family for many
M you have a Ml) against the town, either high
after having satisfied myself of its
years,
to
ask
Selectmen
the
or
account,
you
poor
way
I recommended it to my
your accouut at once to the Selectman superior merits,
who now very generally use
d your section of the town.
neighbors,
SELECTMEN OF PARIS
it. I consider it the very best medicine
South farts, July 1,1907"
now in use, especially for children.
Job Prince·
Very truly yours,

The

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

with cramp in the stomach, and suspect-

Tapley, Prop.

Hebron

β YEARS SUFFERING

ONLY

ing that it might

Ideal Laundry,
H. W.

ThePuzzler

IN CHILDREN

CALL FOR YOUR

Doable Barrelled Cannon.

ΗΟΜΒΜΑΚΒΒΕΡ COLUMN.

WORMS

__

the world in the currenUNPROFITABLE

FEEDINQ

Intelligent stock raisers know

that a certain amount of fee«l la
necessary to
alive.
They

keep an animul
might feed that
amount as long as It lives, ami it
would never gain a pound.
There la no

profit

In that kind

of feeding. The kind that pays
is the kind that builds flesh rup-

idly. If It takes twenty pounds
of food each day to keep a sheep
alive, twenty-five pounds a day
will make It gain flesh. It's the

live that brings the protlt.
The flrst five pounds amounts to
extra

nothing,

nor

dues the second or

third or fourth Ave
It'· the

pounds.

way wlih adYon have to do ■

aame

TcrtlalnK.

certain amount to overcome
the realatanc· of the publie.

You

have

to

do

a

certain

amount of advertising to mnke
them wake up to the fact that
you are In business at all. You
have to pay a certain amount to
keep your advertising alive.

What
above
that
you
pay
amount brings profit
Some advertisers fail because

they do not use enough space.
They use barely enough or sot'ietlmea not quite enough to make
the advertising self sustaining.
A little bit more would make It

profitable. It la better to advertise a little too much than not

quite enough.—Charles
Bates.

Austin

Some of our advertisers could
enlarge their apace with

profit

cy of the country
which drawn.

on

FOU MALE.
One Concord wagon in good >:i-lit i<»ri,
ι »·
one two-horse McCormick mowing

chine,

Champion horne-rak.

a

hard driving harnoeti, a lever
furworker, and a Blanchard churn Κ
ther particulars inquire of
A. J. PEN LEY.
Maine.
boii'li I '.it

•j.'.tf

June 17, l'.K)7.

REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Me,

Norway.

Can afford to and will pay more for
bers, and metal th-.n any stranger thai
your house.
lr·"
He pave from #Λ to
|>er ton for
ered to him here.
He buys folded newspapers.
He In paying for mixed raK". 1 cent :t
Pays
Rubbers acconllujr to market,
price for bran sacks.

rub

ω

»

1

"·

Γ··11"··

'tiet

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings si».

High

Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS.
Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

